Cloud computing is becoming increasingly more popular as it provides reliability, flexibility, scalability, elasticity and cost saving to various users. However, cloud cyber-attacks challenge security and privacy of users in a cloud. In this dissertation, we explore different dimensions of possible threats to systems in a public cloud and develop three novel models to enhance the attack resilience in a public cloud. We find that isolation, access control, and efficient encryption can solve many of the issues.

We first investigated security of storage operated in a cloud. Specifically, in our case-study, we study a distributed file system and a distributed parallel data processing application, called Hadoop. It is widely used in both research and commercial services and is available in many clouds. However, Hadoop was originally designed to run in a private environment. "Out-of-the-box" Hadoop shows that in a shared environment its overloaded authentication keys and lack of fine-grained access control are vulnerabilities that need addressing. We developed and prototyped SEHadoop model to fix the vulnerabilities and enhance the security of Hadoop in a cloud environment by improving isolation level and enforcing least access control among Hadoop components. Improved isolation and access control are in general the key to solution of many cloud-based security issues that may arise when porting into a cloud applications not originally designed for that environment.

We then investigate how deduplication technology can operate on encrypted data stored in a cloud-based storage system (CSS). Deduplication is used to improve storage utilization on CSS. Applying deduplication to encrypted CSS files has challenges as CSS is usually shared among many users. Brute-force dictionary attack and side-channel attack are possible. We designed and implemented a model we call SafeDedup for secure and flexible way of deduplicating encrypted data. This model can also be used in the context of fine granularity file sharing in a CSS environment.

The third part of this work is a discussion of the security of a multi-cloud system. It may be cost-efficient and practical to integrate resources of multiple clouds. However, different clouds are usually managed by different organizations with different security policies and management platforms. When some components of a multi-cloud system are compromised, attackers can potentially have a high privilege that impacts the rest of system. We developed a model we call SECross for fine-grain database access policy of SECross components, an access rule among SECross components, a method for users to access computing machines and security policy on each SECross management node. We discussed how SECross may be able to resist potential
attacks when a SECross component is compromised.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a technology with promising scalability, Quality of Service (QoS), reliability and cost efficiency. It allows users to share computing hardware and software at a very large scale. However, resources sharing brings with it a number of potential threats, especially in a public cloud [1–6]. In this dissertation, we examine three types of issues that may arise in a publicly shared space - use of software that may not have been designed for cloud use, use of public storage systems when we desire to use encrypted data, and some of the issues that may arise in multi-cloud systems operated by different vendors. In the first case, we studied the use of Hadoop in a cloud, a popular environment for data analytics that originally was not designed for shared environment. In the second case we investigated the use of deduplication on encrypted data. In the third case, we examined and discussed impact that distribution of an application or workflow over several public clouds may have on security.

1.1 Hadoop in a Public Cloud

Map-Reduce is often used in the context of big data. Hadoop is an open-source implementation of the Google Map-Reduce framework [7]. Many use Hadoop to analyze very large data sets. A large Hadoop cluster can have more than 42,000 computing nodes [8, 9]. There have been a number of successful efforts to move Hadoop into cloud [10–14]. For example, Amazon Elastic MapReduce (Amazon EMR), Cloud::hadoop [11] and Joyent solution for Hadoop [10] are commercial variants.

However, Hadoop was originally designed to run in a well controlled private environment. When Hadoop operates in a public cloud, there are challenges to original Hadoop security mechanisms. In a concurrent resource sharing cloud, hardware resources (e.g. CPU, memory, hard disks, network card) and software resources, (e.g. hypervisor, operating system) can be shared among cloud users [4]. In such a resource sharing environment, security often relies on the high-level of isolation of users’ workloads [15, 16]. This isolation is often enforced through
virtualization technology. Typically a hypervisor (and underlying O/S if present) is the highest privilege software to manage all hardware resources, and to enforce the isolation. Unfortunately, a hypervisor itself can be a target of attacks [17–21]. In his work, P. Rocha [22] demonstrated how a compromised hypervisor can obtain passwords, cryptographic keys, files and other confidential data. In [23] S. Bugiel et al. discussed various unsafe publicly available and widely used Amazon Machine Images (AMIs). T. Ristenpart et al. showed how to determine if two instances were co-resident on the same physical machine and thus able to launch side-channel attack in Amazon EC2 [24]. These and similar internal cloud attacks can bypass out-of-the-box Hadoop security mechanisms raising concerns that Hadoop in its present form may not be able to maintain the same security level in a public cloud as it does in a protected environment. We developed and implemented a Hadoop model, we call SEHadoop model, intended to improve the resilience of Hadoop to compromises, that may occur in share environments, in two major aspects: enhancing isolation level among Hadoop components and enforcing the least privilege access control on Hadoop processes. High isolation level among Hadoop components can prevent compromised Hadoop processes from compromising the rest of Hadoop. Least privilege access control can limit the range of data a compromised Hadoop process can access. We have following contributions:

- We explored potential vulnerabilities when ”out-of-the-box” Hadoop runs in a public cloud.
- SEHadoop model is designed and implemented to improve the compromise resilience of Hadoop. We redesigned Block Token and Delegation Token and developed SEHadoop runtime model to improve the isolation level among Hadoop components and enforce the least access control policy.
- We experimentally accessed how SEHadoop resists of compromises. The overhead of SEHadoop is evaluated.

1.2 Encryption and Deduplication in Cloud Storage Service

Cloud-based storage Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), such as Dropbox, Google Drive and Mozy, provides convenient and cost-saving storage service to various customers. Use of deduplication to increase utilization of physical storage resources is common. However, deduplication of encrypted data may be a challenge. Deduplication ensures that only one single copy of a file is saved in CSS space. This saves space, and may help protect integrity of the data since there are fewer physical places that may need protection. On the other hand, users may prefer to encrypt their data just in case.
Unfortunately, performing deduplication can leak data sharing information as well as the data itself. On the other hand, use of a unique encryption key for every user would dramatically undermine the effectiveness of deduplication. Sharing a key among users can improve the result of deduplication, but the system may now become vulnerable to malicious insiders. Many traditional encryption methods do not work well with deduplication [25–27].

Adding to the problem are challenges in data sharing of encrypted files in a cloud [28–31]. Data sharing parties need keys to access shared encrypted data. However, data sharing privileges are usually dynamically changing. Simply sharing a key fails to achieve resilience and at the same time provide flexibility of access control that may be needed (e.g. changing read and write privilege to read only). A secure, flexible and light-weight data sharing mechanism with fine-grained access control is needed for both sharing encrypted data and for deduplication to be effective.

One approach that tried to solve encryption-deduplication problem is convergent encryption (CE), introduced by Douceur et al [32]. In CE, a key is derived from file content, for example, by using a cryptographic hash function: $\text{Key} \leftarrow \text{Hash(file)}$. Then the key can be used to encrypt data using a deterministic symmetric encryption scheme. If two files have the same content, the same encryption key and ciphertexts can be generated, and the same ciphertexts can ensure deduplication. CE and its variants have been deployed in many systems [26, 33–35]. However, CE is vulnerable to brute-force dictionary attacks if the target file content is drawn from a limited space. This is the so-called predictable files problem [25]. An attacker can use the public known CE method to encrypt all possible plaintexts to find whether there is a match with the target ciphertext. To overcome this type of the attack, the content of a file has to be unpredictable. This may be hard to guarantee in the real world. Bellare et al. [25] use a key server to create encryption keys for all users, so attackers can not derive the keys by themselves without compromising the key server. This is an improvement, but it has the similar security weakness when sharing a key in one group that may have a malicious member. Malicious insiders can use the key server to perform online brute-force dictionary attack. Furthermore, users from different key server groups cannot deduplicate their data on the CSS. If the size of a group is small, deduplication effectiveness is limited. If the size is large, it increases the possibility of a malicious attack. We believe there currently are no method that let data owners effectively and securely share encrypted and deduplicated data with others on the CSS.

A major challenge is that data protection and deduplication have conflicting requirements. Data protection prevents attackers from retrieving plaintexts, and data deduplication requires CSS to know which files are shared by users in order to perform deduplication. However, when attackers can obtain file sharing information [27], and data encryption method of the CSS is publicly known, online or offline brute-force dictionary attack can be launched to retrieve
predictable data on the CSS.

As part of current work, we designed and implemented a model we call SafeDedup to protect the confidentiality of data, match space savings original deduplication techniques may provide, and provide data owners with secure and flexible ways to share data on a CSS system. Our model can resist brute-force dictionary attacks and the threats, and deduplication of our model can be applied to all users instead of only within a group. Our model leverages the privileges of a hypervisor to perform sensitive operations and enforce isolation. We have following contributions:

- A novel method to separate data and file sharing information from a CSS system by leveraging the privilege of a hypervisor. It allows the CSS system to work as normal, such as managing users, data, access control, but does not allow the CSS system to access data or file sharing information among users.
- A compromise-resistant encryption method is developed to encrypt data and perform deduplication at the same time.
- A data access protocol is implemented to allow users to access and share encrypted data with others in a fine granularity access control.

### 1.3 Issues with Multi-cloud

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) definition, ”cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” [36]. There are many popular and widely used commercial cloud platforms. For example, IBM Softlayer [37], Amazon Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [38], Microsoft Cloud [39], Google Cloud Platform [40], and so on. There are far fewer production level solutions developed in academia (e.g. apache virtual computing lab (VCL) [41, 42]. These cloud platforms provide a range of cloud services, from infrastructure as a service (IaaS), to platform as a service (PaaS), to software as a service (SaaS).

Driven by scalability, cost efficiency and reliability concerns, some have developed multi-cloud environments [43–47]. Guarantees that such environments may carry can be extremely important for users who have highly volatile cloud service demands [15]. For instances, schools have special characteristics which can challenge a single cloud solution. On one hand, urging exams or during times when homework or projects are due, there may be extra high demand on cloud-based services. On the other hand, there may be little or no demand during holidays or summer. A single cloud has to maintain enough capacity to satisfy peak requests but this wastes resources
during low workload periods. A multi-cloud platform can act as an overflow buffer, and a diversity engine that may be able to improve not only on scalability but also reliability (e.g. via fail-over mechanisms) and security.

A multi-cloud platform usually shares its hardware resources and software resources (e.g. hypervisor) with more public users than a single cloud system does, thus, its scalability and cost efficiency can be better than a single cloud solution. Typically a multi-cloud system is deployed using several cloud providers. These cloud providers may have their own architecture, management system, security policies, users, etc. Therefore, it may be difficult for a multi-cloud system to ensure security. For example, a multi-cloud system may share a lot of resources [37–39], and it may be hard to control who the system shares resources with. Attackers can leverage this to launch a range of attacks. As discussed in Section 1.1, hypervisor vulnerabilities can be used [17–21] and side-channel cloud attacks can be launched [22–24].

We discussed a model we call SECross to compensate for compromised multi-cloud system components in a public cloud. We accessed our model using VCL and IBM Softlayer cloud. We have following contributions:

- We discussed The advantages and potential vulnerabilities of a multi-cloud system.
- We designed and implemented SECross model to improve the compromise resilience of a multi-cloud system, including fine-grained access control for the database, the approach for user authentication and access rules for SECross components.
- We analyzed the security impacts of SECross while facing various threats.
Chapter 2

SEHadoop: Enhancing Security of Hadoop in a Public Cloud

2.1 Hadoop Background

Map-Reduce is a programming model for processing large data [48]. There are three phases in a Hadoop Map-Reduce workflow cycle: map, combine (optional), and reduce. Architecturally, using Hadoop 2.0.1 as an example, Hadoop consists of four parts: Hadoop Common, which is common utilities to support other modules, Hadoop YARN, which does resource management, Hadoop MapReduce framework, which does data processing, and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), which is a data storage system [49]. HDFS and YARN use Block Token and Delegation Token to authenticate and authorize Hadoop users. In the context of the vulnerabilities of interest in this dissertation, we discuss HDFS, YARN, Block Token and Delegation Token in more details.

2.1.1 HDFS and Block Token

HDFS is a highly fault-tolerant high-throughput distributed file system. It follows master/slave architecture as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The one named Name Node is the master. Data Nodes work as slaves and typically run on different computers. Name Node performs namespace operations, maps a file to a storage block, maps a storage block to a Data Node, enforces access control, generates access tokens, and similar. A Data Node is responsible for providing services, such as read or writes, to HDFS clients.

A Block Token is used by a process to access data on a Data Node. During HDFS initialization, Name Node randomly generates a symmetric key and distributes it to Data Nodes when Data Nodes are booting up and contacting the Name Node for registration for the first time. The key
Figure 2.1: HDFS Architecture

is used to generate Block Token Authenticator (BTA) and Block Token. Block Token uses the following formats and function:

\[
BTID = \{ \text{ED, KeyID, OID, BID, AM} \} \quad (1)
\]

\[
BTA = \text{HMAC-SHA1}(\text{Key, BTID}) \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{BlockToken} = \{ \text{BTID, BTA} \} \quad (3)
\]

Where ED is the expiration date for the Block Token, KeyID identifies the Key used in function (2), OID is the Block Token owner’s ID, BID represents block’s ID, AM defines which access mode Block Token has (e.g. read, write, copy and replace), BTID is Block Token ID, BTA stands for Block Token Authenticator, and HMAC-SHA1 represents a keyed-hash message authentication code which uses SHA-1 as its hash algorithm.

When accessing a file on HDFS, a process sends an access request to a Name Node. Once the request is authorized, the Name Node uses formats (1), (2) and (3) to generate a specific Block Token and sends the Block Token along with other necessary information (e.g. targeted Data Node location, etc.) back to the process which requested this access. Then, the process contacts the targeted Data Node and uses Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL/DIGEST-MD5) to authenticate itself. In this protocol, Block Token ID is used as Authorization ID, and Block Token Authenticator is used as Authentication Credentials. Once the Data Node receives the Block Token ID from the process, it computes the Block Token ID’s Block Token Authenticator using function (2). The authenticator should be the same as the process already has if the token is valid. In SASL/DIGEST-MD5 protocol, the process and the Data Node should be able to authenticate each other by using their Block Token Authenticator as the shared secret key and DIGEST-MD5. After authentication is complete, the Data Node checks Block Token ID’s validity, such as its expiration date, access mode, etc. If information inside the
Block Token ID is correct, the Data Node performs data operations as the process requested. Because Block Token is designed to be lightweight and short-lived, there is no need to renew or revoke it.

### 2.1.2 YARN and Delegation Token

YARN is a framework for Hadoop job scheduling, monitoring, and resource management. It is known as MapReduce 2.0 (MRv2). YARN operates in a master/slave mode as described in Figure 2.2. Resource Manager (RM) is on the master computer. There is a Node Manager (NM) running on every slave computer. RM works on resource management and task scheduling. An NM is responsible for managing Containers assigned to it. A Container represents an amount of local computing resources. It runs as a Java process which is not operating-system-level virtualization Container. Each Container is used by an RM as an available unit to run applications, such as map processes, reduce processes, or Application Masters. An Application Master is created for a specific Hadoop job, and it works as the job’s manager. It is responsible for communicating with the RM to get containers for executing the job code, tracking the status of these containers and monitoring the job’s progress.

When a job request is received from a Hadoop user, in step 1 in Figure 2.2, the RM verifies the user’s identity by using Kerberos and accepts the job if the request is authorized. Then the RM finds an available Container and negotiates with the Container’s NM to start the specific
Application Master in steps 2 and 3. After that, the Application Master takes over this job. In step 4, the Application Master starts to send requests to the RM for more Containers to execute all the map’s code and the reduce’s code. Then in steps 5, 6 and 7, the RM locates additional Containers, and contacts proper Node Managers to create map processes and reduce processes. Finally, the Application Master keeps track of the state of all the Containers, and monitors the job’s progress until the job finishes.

Delegation Token is used by map and reduce processes to authenticate themselves through a Name Node when they access HDFS. Delegation Token uses the following formats and function:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DTID} &= \{\text{OI, RI, IssueDate, MD, SN}\} \quad (4) \\
\text{DTA} &= \text{HMAC-SHA1}(\text{Key, DTID}) \quad (5) \\
\text{DelegationToken} &= \{\text{DTID, DTA}\} \quad (6)
\end{align*}
\]

Where OI represents Delegation Token Owner’s ID, the owner of a Delegation Token is the Hadoop user who requested creation of the Delegation Token, RI is Renewer ID, which represents a Hadoop user’s ID that can keep renewing the Delegation Token to keep it from expiring, IssueDate represents the time the Delegation Token is issued, MD stands for maximum date before the Delegation Token is expired, SN is a sequence number, DTID stands for Delegation Token ID, DTA represents Delegation Token Authenticator, HMAC-SHA1 represents a keyed-hash message authentication code which uses SHA-1 as its hash algorithm.

A Hadoop user employs a Job Client module to send commands to YARN and HDFS as shown in Figure 2.2. When a job request is received, the Job Client sends a Delegation Token request to a Name Node. Once the request is authorized, the Name Node generates a symmetric key, a Delegation Token ID, a Delegation Token Authenticator and a Delegation Token by using formats (4), (5) and (6). After that, the Delegation Token is passed to the Job Client through a secure channel. Then the Job Client and the Name Node share a Delegation Token Authenticator and a Delegation Token ID. The Job Client adds the Delegation Token to the job configuration file and submits the file with the job to Resource Manager. As mentioned previously, and in Figure 2.2, the Resource Manager creates an Application Master, maps processes and reduces processes for the job in sequence, and the Delegation Token is passed to these processes. When any of these processes need to access HDFS, the Name Node can use the Delegation Token to authenticate them. The SASL/DIGEST-MD5 protocol is used for authentication, and a Delegation Token ID is used as an Authorization ID, and a Delegation Token Authenticator is used as an Authentication Credential. After authentication, the Name Node checks Delegation Token ID’s content to decide whether allowing the requested operation. If yes, the Name Node generates a Block Token and sends it back to the process. Then the process can use the Block
Token to perform mutual authentication with the Data Node, and access data blocks on the Data Node. If not, the Name Node rejects this request from the process.

2.1.3 Initial Authentication

When Hadoop starts to run, it uses Kerberos for initial authentications as shown in Figure 2.3. In the YARN framework, Node Managers are authenticated by a Resource Manager through Kerberos. During initialization stage in HDFS, a Name Node uses Kerberos to authenticate each Data Node. When a Hadoop user needs to access YARN or HDFS, she or he uses Client to access both systems, and the Client is also authenticated by a Resource Manager and a Name Node through Kerberos authentication protocol. Data Node, Node Manager, and Client use secret keys or password to authenticate themselves to Kerberos. Data Node and Node Manager usually use secret keys. The secret keys are typically stored in node’s local file system. Accidentally leaking these secret keys [22, 23] can enable attackers to be legitimate Hadoop component. Fortunately, each component of Hadoop has its unique secret key, so attackers can only impersonate the leaked key owner. However, this threat can combine with other vulnerabilities to compromise rest of Hadoop. We suggest that Hadoop administrators do not store these secret keys in OS images and that they safely clean the images before publishing Hadoop images in a cloud as mentioned in [23]. Hadoop administrator should bind these secret keys with fixed IPs, and update the keys regularly. All these methods can raise the bar and contribute towards preventing attackers from penetrating Hadoop.
2.2 The Threats to Hadoop in a Public Cloud

In a public cloud, multiple tenants share hardware and software resources. In IaaS model, if attackers share the same resources with Hadoop’s VMs, they can launch various internal cloud attacks.

First, the threats can come from compromised hypervisors. Attackers can exploit vulnerabilities in hypervisors [17–20], and use methods demonstrated, for example by F. Rocha et al. [22], to obtain secret keys in Hadoop VM’s file system and memory.

Second, the attacks can be launched from malicious VMs. In the work of T. Ristenpart et al. [24], they showed how to determine if two instances are running on the same physical machine, and launch side-channel attack in Amazon EC2.

Third, attackers can leverage the mistakes made by Hadoop administrators to start attacks. As demonstrated by S. Bugiel et al. [23], many users forget to delete secret keys in images before publishing their images in public. Hadoop administrators may forget to delete the secret keys which are used by Node Managers and Data Nodes to authenticate themselves from Kerberos before publishing Hadoop images. Hadoop uses Kerberos for initial authentication during initialization, and each Data Node and Node Manager uses its own secret key to authenticate itself. Attackers can use these keys to impersonate legitimate parts of Hadoop.

In a nutshell, while Hadoop is running in a public cloud, attackers can launch internal cloud attacks to bypassing current Hadoop security mechanisms, and steal sensitive information. One critical question is: when one or more Hadoop components are compromised, how much secure is the remain of Hadoop.

We evaluated security mechanisms in out-of-the-box Hadoop and identified two major vulnerabilities in two widely used authentication and authorization tokens, a Block Token and a Delegation Token.

**Vulnerability 1:** A Block Token is used by a process to access data on a Data Node. During HDFS initialization, a Name Node randomly generates a symmetric key and distributes it to Data Nodes when Data Nodes are booting up and contacting the Name Node for the first time registration. The key is used to generate Block Token Authenticator (BTA) and Block Token. A Name Node and all Data Nodes share the same key even in a large scale HDFS. If the key is leaked by any attack method, an attacker has the capability to use the key to generating arbitrary Block Tokens as he or she wants to, and accesses any data blocks in HDFS. The overloaded authentication key in Block Token dramatically weakens the isolation among components of HDFS.

**Vulnerability 2:** Delegation Token is used by map and reduce processes to authenticate themselves through a Name Node when they access HDFS. The vulnerability is that Delegation Token lacks fine-grained access control. With a Delegation Token, a process has
the privilege to behave as the Hadoop user and to access all contents which the Hadoop user is allowed to access. Lose of a non-expired Delegation Token can potentially enable the attacker to impersonate the Hadoop user and access the lost Delegation Token owner’s data. A Delegation Token is used by all computing processes (i.e. map processes and reduce processes which are represented as Containers in Hadoop). These Containers are running across Hadoop processes. When Hadoop is running in a public cloud, Containers can also be the target of internal cloud attacks, and a leaked Delegation Token can be used to steal a large amount of data from HDFS. Therefore, fine-grained access control must be enforced on Hadoop computing processes to improve compromise resilience.

2.3 SEHadoop Model

2.3.1 Assumptions and Attack Models

Our goal is to improve Hadoop resilience to compromises. When compromises happen in parts of Hadoop, the security level of Hadoop should degrade gracefully, instead of losing all security protections. Let us assume that most of Hadoop components are running in a public cloud on IaaS model, and internal cloud attacks are possible. The attacks can be launched by using malicious hypervisors, co-resident VMs, mistakes of Hadoop administrators, etc. A secure zone can be created to shield critical parts of Hadoop from internal cloud attacks if administrators configure these critical Hadoop components correctly. We also assume that the secure cloud zone has dedicated hardware and software resources which have a strong isolation from other public cloud users. Amazon EC2 has dedicated instance services. Other well controlled private systems can also be used to host a secure zone. Since these services usually incur the higher cost than a public cloud does, we need to control the number of components running in a secure zone. We assume that attackers are only able to initiate limited scale internal cloud attacks on Hadoop components in a public cloud. In addition to security, we would like to maintain low operational overhead in Hadoop, and incur no extra storage overhead in HDFS.

2.3.2 Overview of SEHadoop

To improve Hadoop compromise resilience, we developed a new model we call SEHadoop using two major principles: enhancing isolation level among Hadoop components and giving least access privilege to Hadoop processes. When compromise starts in Hadoop, strong isolation level can help limit the extent of compromise. It forces hackers to attack one component at a time and this can slow down the pace of attacks. Enforcing least access privileges for Hadoop components can ensure that compromised Hadoop processes can only access limited data. Compared with original Hadoop, SEHadoop attackers need to attack more components to steal the same amount
of data. Since some Hadoop components, such as Data Node, Node Manager, and Container, may be running on a large number of VMs, they have larger probability of being attacked than other Hadoop components. For example, a malicious VM of an attacker may have a better chance to co-reside with VMs running Data Node and to launch internal cloud attacks compared to VMs running Name Node. We carefully examined these components to ensure that the security mechanisms they are using satisfy the two principles. The SEHadoop model consists of SEHadoop runtime model, SEHadoop Block Token and SEHadoop Delegation Token.

2.3.3 Enhancing Isolation Level

Hadoop uses several secret keys and tokens to perform authentication and authorization among different Hadoop components. These keys and tokens may be used to attack Hadoop if they are leaked. In order to enhance isolation level, we want to minimize the number of shared keys and tokens. Block Token has a key shared with entire HDFS, and one Delegation Token is shared by all processes of one job. It is necessary to improve the security level of both tokens.

2.3.4 Least Access Privilege

Hadoop YARN processes data read from HDFS for computing. In out-of-the-box Hadoop design, each Container can access the entire data set of a user. In SEHadoop Delegation Token, we bring fine-grain access control to Containers and Node Managers, and each Container can only access a reduced data set it should be allowed.
2.3.5 SEHadoop Runtime Model

Some processes in Hadoop contain critical information. A Name Node manages the file system namespace and has the keys to generating Block Tokens and Delegation Tokens. An attacker can fetch all keys from its memory and access data from all active Data Nodes. A Resource Manager distributes all Delegation Tokens to proper Node Managers and Containers. These Delegation Tokens can be used by the hacker to access data of the Delegation Tokens’ owners. An Application Master distributes the Delegation Token of one job to all the job’s map and reduce processes. Once the keys or Delegation Tokens have been intercepted, an attacker can access a broad range of data in HDFS. A user uses a Job Client as an interface to access HDFS and YARN, the Job Client contains sensitive information (e.g. Kerberos’ ticket and Delegation Tokens) and is able to access all the user’s data. A Node Manager which manages Application Masters is responsible for setting up proper configuration, booting up the Application Master and transferring the Delegation Token to the Application Master. An attacker can use it to intercept all Delegation Tokens sent to an Application Master. Hadoop uses Kerberos to conduct most of the authentication operations. Compromising Kerberos, an attacker can impersonate any users in Hadoop. Therefore, a Name Node, a Resource Manager, Application Masters, Job Clients, Kerberos, and Node Managers running Application Masters should run in a secure zone. The rest of resources demanding processes of SEHadoop, such as Data Nodes, Node Managers, and Containers, run in a public cloud.

Fortunately, the scale of these processes is usually small or fixed. We propose a runtime model to protect these processes in a secure environment, named a secure zone, while other processes run in a public cloud environment. This is illustrated in the Figure 2.4. In a secure zone, a computer has dedicated resources to keep a public cloud threats away. In our model, we improve the overall Hadoop security level, while keeping most of Hadoop processes still in a public cloud environment. We minimize the number of SEHadoop processes running in a secure zone and the resource demands of SEHadoop in a secure zone. Storage processes (i.e. Data Nodes) and computing processes (i.e. Containers for map or reduce processes) usually have a great demand on resources, such as storage space, CPU, memory, etc., are all in a public cloud. In this model, we keep the need for a secure zone to the minimum, therefore, SEHadoop can enjoy the benefits of a public cloud, but also protect some critical Hadoop processes.

2.3.6 SEHadoop Block Token

We designed SEHadoop Block Token to fix the overloaded authentication key vulnerability. SEHadoop Block Token uses secret keys to conduct an authentication, but these keys are different for each Data Node. SEHadoop Block Token uses AES algorithm to encrypt plain-text of the token’s content, thus SEHadoop Block Token’s content remains protected during transfer from
a Name Node to a Data Node. The SEHadoop Block Token’s generation formats are as follows:

\[
\text{SEBTID} = \{ \text{ED, KeyId, UID, BPId, BId, AM, CIP} \}
\]

\[
\text{SEBT} = \text{AES( SEBTID, Hash( SEBTID))}
\]

Where ED stands for expiration date of Block Token, KeyId is used to identify which key is used, UID stands for User ID, BPId represents block pool ID, BId defines which block needs to be operated on, AM means Access Mode (e.g. read, write, replace, copy) for this authorized operation, CIP is HDFS Client’s IP. SEBTID stands for SEHadoop Block Token ID which defines all necessary information for an HDFS access request, Hash is the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA256) hash function which is used to generate hash value of SEBTID, AES represents Advanced Encryption Standard encryption function which is used to encrypt the plaintext of a Block Token, and SEBT represents SEHadoop Block Token.

In SEHadoop model, a Name Node uses different keys to generate an SEHadoop Block Token for each Data Node. A Name Node creates a key set for all Data Nodes and manages the mappings from a key to a Data Node. Each Data Node has a unique symmetric key which is created by and shared with the Name Node. The keys are created when Data Nodes boot up and register with the Name Node. The symmetric keys are used in AES function in format (8) to generate SEHadoop Block Tokens.

In a Block Token of Hadoop, Block Token ID is transferred in plaintext from an HDFS Client to a Data Node. If such a Block Token ID is intercepted, its content becomes known to an attacker, and from this the attacker can deduce the topology of data in HDFS. SEHadoop Block Token uses AES and SHA256, which have low overhead, in format (8) to ensure SEHadoop Block Token ID’s integrity and confidentiality.

A Data Node verifies an SEHadoop Block Token in two steps. First, it decrypts the SEHadoop Block Token using its secret key shared with the Name Node. The Data Node gets the SEHadoop Block Token ID and the hash value from the decrypted SEHadoop Block Token. Second, the Data Node computes a hash value of the SEHadoop Block Token ID and compares the result to the hash value from the decrypted SEHadoop Block Token. If both hash values match, this SEHadoop Block Token is verified. Then SEHadoop Block Token ID is used to authorize the access request.

2.3.7 SEHadoop Delegation Token

We designed SEHadoop Delegation Token to fix the lack of fine-grained access control vulnerability. SEHadoop Delegation Token must include fine-grained access control to allow a Name Node to restrict the content that the process can access when a Delegation Token is used. A Name
Node creates a Delegation Token but does not know the fine-grained access control information. Therefore, we propose to create SEHadoop Delegation Token in two steps. First, SEHadoop Delegation Token is created by a Name Node without fine-grained access control information. It carries data access authorization information and can be used to generate fine-grained access control SEHadoop Delegation Tokens in the next step. Second, a process, which has fine-grained access control information (e.g. Job Client), uses the SEHadoop Delegation Token to create multiple Delegation Tokens and adds fine-grained access control information into them. At the end, the Name Node must be able to verify all SEHadoop Delegation Tokens regardless of whether they are generated by the Name Node in the first step or by other processes in the second step.

SEHadoop Delegation Token consists of two parts: Parent Delegation Token and Child Delegation Token. There is one Parent Delegation Token and multiple Child Delegation Tokens for each job. A Parent Delegation Token is created by a Name Node. A Parent Delegation Token is used by a Job Client to generate multiple Child Delegation Tokens. Parent Delegation Token’s formats is described as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PDTokenID} &= \{ \text{OI, RI, IssueDate, MD, SN} \} \\
\text{PDTA} &= \text{HMAC-SHA2( Key, PDTokenID)} \\
\text{PDToken} &= \{ \text{PDTokenID, PDTA, CKey} \}
\end{align*}
\]

Where OI stands for the Parent Delegation Token owner’s ID, RI means renewer’s ID, IssueDate shows the date this Parent Delegation Token is created, MD represents the maximum date which is effective period of the Parent Delegation Token, SN is a sequence number for the Parent Delegation Token, PDTokenID is Parent Delegation Token ID, HMAC-SHA2 represents a keyed-hash message authentication code which the hash algorithm used is SHA-256, PDTA stands for Parent Delegation Token Authenticator, CKey stands for Child Key, PDToken is Parent Delegation Token.

Comparing to Hadoop Delegation Token, a Parent Delegation Token has a Child Key for generating Child Delegation Tokens in a Job Client later. The Name Node stores the Child Key while creating the Parent Delegation Token and uses the key to verify Child Delegation Token later. The proposed Child Delegation Token’s formats are following:

Where Path is the input file path, StartOffset defines the offset of the first input byte in a file, Length is data input’s length, CDTokenID stands for Child Delegation Token ID, PDTokenID means Parent Delegation Token ID, CKey represents Child Key, ChildDTA stands for Child Delegation Token Authenticator, HMAC-SHA2 represents a keyed-hash message authentication code which the hash used is SHA-256, CDelegationToken stands for Child Delegation Token.
Child Delegation Tokens are created by a Job Client. A Job Client initializes a job and splits the input data for every map process. SplitInfo in format (12) defines the specific access control information, such as a file’s path, first byte of offset in the file, and input data’s length. A Parent Delegation Token ID and a SplitInfo comprise a Child Delegation Token ID in format (13). A Child Key is created by a Name Node and included in a Parent Delegation Token, so it can be used to generate a Child Delegation Token Authenticator in function (14). A Job Client can use a Child Key to generate Child Delegation Tokens without number limitation, and each map process can have its specific Child Delegation Token. These Child Delegation Tokens will be passed to a Resource Manager in a job submission and transferred to each map or reduce process. When a process uses its specific Child Delegation Token to access HDFS, the Child Token ID is sent to a Name Node. The Name Node uses the Parent Token ID which is inside the Child Token ID to search for which Parent Delegation Token this Child Token ID belongs to. The Name Node uses the Parent Delegation Token’s Child Key to compute a new Child Delegation Token Authenticator based on Child Token ID received from the process. If the process has a correct Child Delegation Token, it must have the same Child Delegation Token Authenticator as the Name Node generated. Then the process and the Name Node have the same Child Delegation Token Authenticator as the secret and use SASL/DIGEST-MD5 protocol to finish authentication.

2.3.8 Security Analysis

To maintain a strong isolation level among components of Hadoop in a public cloud, Hadoop components should avoid sharing secret keys or tokens. Therefore, when one Hadoop component is compromised, its leaked keys and tokens will not expose keys and tokens of other Hadoop components. In SEHadoop, SEHadoop Block Token fixes the overloaded authentication key issue and resists attackers targeting storage processes (e.g., Data Nodes). Each Data Node is forced to share a unique symmetric key with the Name Node for generating SEHadoop Block Token, therefore, a compromised Data Node cannot leak keys owned by other Data Nodes, and attackers cannot access resources beyond the compromised Data Node. Each Container has a unique SEHadoop Child Delegation Token, and every SEHadoop Child Delegation Token can have different access privileges. A compromised Container does not have or has limited impact on data accessed by other Containers. By using unique keys and tokens, SEHadoop improves
the isolation level among components of Hadoop.

SEHadoop enforces least access privilege on Hadoop processes when these processes access data in HDFS. SEHadoop Delegation Token is used to perform authentication and authorization. SplitInfo in SEHadoop Child Delegation Token defines the fine-grained access control information. Each Container has a unique SEHadoop Child Delegation Token to restrict the range of data it can access. Thus, a compromised Container can only access the range of data permitted by a SEHadoop Child Delegation Token.

Since several Hadoop components (e.g. Name Node, Resource Manager) manage systemwide sensitive information (e.g. secret keys, user access control policies), compromising of these Hadoop components can cause a systemwide compromise. SEHadoop uses a secure zone to protect these components from various internal cloud attacks. The rest of components of Hadoop still run in a public cloud environment to acquire the benefit of cost saving.

By implementing SEHadoop, compromising small parts of Hadoop only has limited impact on the rest of components in Hadoop, therefore SEHadoop improves compromise resilience of Hadoop in a public cloud. However, if attackers can launch a large scale or systemwide attacks to Hadoop in a public cloud, e.g. compromising cloud management system, SEHadoop only has limited benefits.

2.4 Implementation and Experiments

In this section, we evaluate SEHadoop from three aspects: 1) SEHadoop security mechanisms are evaluated with two attack scenarios; 2) the complexity of migrating Hadoop jobs to SEHadoop; and 3) SEHadoop performance overhead is assessed.

2.4.1 SEHadoop Implementation

We implemented the SEHadoop model using Hadoop version 2.0.1-alpha. SEHadoop ran on virtual machines (VMs) for the experiments. The guest operating system was Ubuntu 11.04. All VMs ran on VMware ESXi 5.0.0. And VMware ESXi was installed on IBM eServer Blade Center HS21s with two Intel E5450 Xeon CPUs. Each CPU has 4 cores and the clock rate of 3 GHz. The network card was Intel Corporation 82545EM Gigabit Ethernet Controller, and network speed was 1 Gbit per second. Both SEHadoop and Hadoop were tested in the same cloud set-up.

We used seven VMs for the experiments with each VM having 7 GB available disk space and one CPU core. One VM was the master VM with 6 GB memory. Five VMs were slave VMs with 7 GB memory each. A separate 1 GB memory VM ran Kerberos. The last VM named Kerberos VM has 1 GB memory. The Name Node, the Resource Manager, and the Job Client
ran on the master VM. One Data Node and one Node Manager ran on each slave VM.

2.4.2 Security Evaluation

We developed two attack scenarios: the HDFS attack, and the YARN attack. Each attack scenario ran on both Hadoop and SEHadoop separately.

The HDFS attack tried to exploit the overloaded authentication key vulnerability and compromise HDFS. We demonstrated how one compromised Data Node can be used to attack the rest of components of HDFS and how SEHadoop prevents the attack. We assumed that one of the Data Nodes was compromised, and the malicious code was injected into that the compromised Data Node. The malicious code then got the Data Node’s key and tried to directly read an HDFS block on another Data Node. The malicious code was in run() function inside BPServiceActor.java. It started to execute after the compromised Data Node finished the registration procedure with its Name Node and received the key. We assumed that the attacker knows the block’s information, such as its location (i.e. the targeted Data Node’s IP and port number.), Block Pool ID and Block ID. This information is stored in the Block Token Identifier and sent in plain-text through the network while a process using the Block Token to authenticate with any Data Nodes in Hadoop. One easy way for an attacker to fetch this information is to eavesdrop Hadoop’s network. The attack code constructed the desired Block, then used the key shared by the Data Node and the Name Node to generate a Block Token. Finally, a Reader was created to read the whole block into the local buffer, and the content was displayed on the screen.

For Hadoop, our experimental results showed that an attacker can successfully fetch the targeted block’s content without the Name Node detecting this malicious access. In our setup, the Name Node’s IP was 10.2.0.30, the malicious Data Node’s IP was 10.2.0.31, and the targeted Data Node’s IP was 10.2.0.33. The following log from the targeted Data Node shows that the access request from the malicious code passed the access control mechanism on the targeted Data Node. The log displays that the targeted Data Node accepted the access request and sent 1032 bytes data from targeted Data Node which IP was 10.2.0.33 to the malicious Data Node which IP was 10.2.0.31.

```
```

In the SEHadoop, the HDFS attack used the same method to fetch the content of the targeted block. But the malicious code could only use the key which the compromised Data
Node had. Since that key was different from the key used by the targeted Data Node, the attack failed. Because the AES keys used for the SEHadoop Block Tokens were different, the targeted Data Node rejected the malicious access request and threw out the bad padding exception when verifying the SEHadoop Block Token from the malicious Data Node. The following log trace on the targeted Data Node illustrates that:

```
javax.crypto.BadPaddingException: Given final block not properly padded
    at com.sun.crypto.provider.CipherCore.doFinal(CipherCore.java:811)
    ...
    at org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.security.token.block.BlockTokenSecretManager.decryptBlockToken(BlockTokenSecretManager.java:142)
    at org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.security.token.block.BlockPoolTokenSecretManager.checkAccess(BlockPoolTokenSecretManager.java:96)
    ...
```

**The YARN attack** aimed to exploit the lack of fine-grained access control vulnerability, and tried to leak data. We exhibited how SEHadoop Delegation Token used the least access privilege principle to restrict the range of data that a compromised Node Manager can access. A malicious Node Manager was used to intercept a Delegation Token, then the Delegation Token was used to access the Delegation Token owner’s files. The malicious code was in the initialize() function of the LineRecordReader.java. When a map process was running on the malicious Node Manager, the malicious code was executed during the map initialization. Since the Node Manager controlled which Record Reader is used by a map process, the malicious Node Manager can ensure its map processes using the malicious Line Record Reader. There were two files in HDFS: test1 and test2. Both belonged to the Hadoop test user. When Hadoop Word Count job used test1 as an input file, the malicious code tried to read and download the entire content of both test1 and test2 files.

In the Hadoop, the malicious code successfully downloaded both files to the malicious Node Manager’s local file system, which demonstrated that by owning a Delegation Token, a process can access any files owned by the Delegation Token owner.

On the other hand, in the SEHadoop, each Child Delegation Token contained SplitInfo which defining the file and data range allowed for access. When the malicious Node Manager used the Child Delegation Token to access the file which was not allowed in SplitInfo, such as the test2 file, the Name Node rejected the malicious access request and generated the access permission denied the exception. The log on the Name Node is illustrated as following, and the Name Node rejected the access for the file /user/hadoop/test2.

```
13/10/23 15:32:45 INFO mapreduce.Job: Task Id : attempt_1382556181136_0001_m_000000_0 ,
    Status : FAILED
Error: org.apache.hadoop.security.AccessControlException: Permission denied: user=hadoop/admin@hadoop.edu, access=Read, src=/user/hadoop/test2, SplitInfo is not Permitted
```

20
In the SEHadoop, the malicious Node Manager accessed the same file defined in the SplitInfo, but the range of the file was beyond the range defined by the SplitInfo, such as the entire content of the test1 file. The Name Node did not send the meta-data information (i.e. block location, block ID and SEHadoop Block Token) of blocks which was not defined in SplitInfo to the malicious client. Since the malicious client did not have meta-data information, especially the SEHadoop Block Token, of targeted blocks, the malicious access failed. In our attack scenario, the malicious code cannot find targeted block meta-data information and access failed. The log on the malicious Node Manager showed that the chooseDataNode function could not find the block meta-data for the targeted block, thus threw out a Block Missing Exception:

```
13/10/28 17:05:15 INFO mapreduce.Job: Task Id : attempt_1382993205375_0002_m_000004_0, Status : FAILED
   -1130781010-10.2.0.30-1382376897952:blk_7510044259119580255_2085 file=/user/hadoop/test1
   at org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.DFInputstream.chooseDataNode(DFInputstream.java:657)
at org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.DFInputstream.blockSeekTo(DFInputstream.java:437)
at org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.DFInputstream.read(DFInputstream.java:587)
```

2.4.3 Migrating Hadoop Jobs to SEHadoop

All Hadoop jobs should be able to run on SEHadoop. Migrating Hadoop jobs to SEHadoop is straightforward. We divide jobs into two categories: splittable input job and non-splittable input job. A job is a splittable input job if the job’s input can be divided into several consecutive pieces, named FileSplits, and each map process can handle one FileSplit. If not, a job is non-splittable. For instance, each map process of a job needs to access the entire input set.

Splittable input jobs can be migrated to SEHadoop by customizing a splitter to ensure that the splitter sets a correct boundary for each FileSplit. This enables SEHadoop to enforce access control, so each map can only access the content defined in its FileSplit. For example, Hadoop Word Count reads input data and counts how many times each word occurs. In the Word Count, each word is separated by a tab, a space, a newline character, or any other defined separator. However, the splitter only does logic splitting of input data, and the boundary of the FileSplit may be on the half of one word. In SEHadoop Word Count, we customize the splitter
and adjust each FileSplit size to ensure all boundaries of the FileSplit will not cut a word into a half. Then each map has proper the FileSplit range to access and is able to run on SEHadoop with fine-grained access control.

For non-splittable input jobs, we can customize the splitter to set the data range of each FileSplit to the entire input file. For these jobs, SEHadoop can provide file-level access control, but not have the block level fine-grained access control as a splittable input job has.

2.4.4 SEHadoop Performance

We compared Hadoop’s performance with SEHadoop’s performance in two cases. In the first case, we examined how much overhead SEHadoop Block Token incurs compared with Hadoop Block Token. In the second case, we evaluated the overhead of SEHadoop Delegation Token.

In the first case, in order to clearly compare the performance difference between Hadoop Block Token and SEHadoop Block Token, we minimized operation overhead except for token generation and token verification. We measured the time for a Client to read a small file, 1 byte in size, from both Hadoop HDFS and SEHadoop HDFS. The Client worked with the same Data Node in both Hadoop and SEHadoop scenarios. We used three VMs: Kerberos VM, master VM, and a slave VM. HDFS block replication is one. We repeated to read operation 10,000 times for each system. In the table 2.1, the average times and standard deviations for Hadoop and SEHadoop are showed in seconds. There did not appear to be statistically significant difference between two. The reason was that SEHadoop Block Token used low overhead algorithms, and it generated the same number of tokens as Hadoop did. If the block replication increases, SEHadoop Name Node has to generate one SEHadoop Block Token for each block replication while Hadoop Name Node only needs one Block Token for each block. So we measured the code operation time for SEHadoop Block Token generation and it took 1 to 2 ms in our experiments. SEHadoop Block Token generation time is very small compared with the overall reading time for one-byte reading. A large replication of blocks can dramatically reduce the available space of HDFS. The number of HDFS default replication is three. The SEHadoop Block Token generation time is less than 6 ms under the default replication, which is much smaller than the overall reading time. So SEHadoop Block Token performance overhead is still hard to observe in default replication scenario.

In the second case, we evaluated SEHadoop Delegation Token performance by measuring the time for generating Hadoop Delegation Tokens and SEHadoop Delegation Tokens. We excluded job computing time in the experiment to clearly display performance difference between two Delegation Tokens, due to job computing time varies a lot depending on job code and input data. We measured the time for a Job Client preparing the job and submitting the job to a Resource Manager. For Hadoop, this process includes requesting for a Parent Delegation Token
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Maps</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>640</th>
<th>5120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>17.91 ± 0.07 (s)</td>
<td>17.99 ± 0.06 (s)</td>
<td>18.58 ± 0.16 (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEHadoop</td>
<td>17.92 ± 0.09 (s)</td>
<td>18.36 ± 0.10 (s)</td>
<td>21.44 ± 0.28 (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead Percentage</td>
<td>0.047%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Hadoop and SEHadoop Block Token Performances

Table 2.2: Hadoop and SEHadoop Delegation Token Performances

from a Name Node. For SEHadoop, the process includes requesting for a Parent Delegation Token from a Name Node and generating of Child Delegation Tokens, etc. The number of map determines how many Child Delegation Tokens need to be generated. We configured the job to generate a different number of maps in several cases to show how the number of maps impacts the performance of SEHadoop.

The randomTextWriter job was used as the performance test job. Table 2.2 shows how much time SEHadoop and Hadoop needed in seconds. The number of maps ranged from 80 to 5120. The SEHadoop overhead was comparatively small when there were 80 maps. But the overhead percentage became larger, such as 15.4%, when there were 5120 maps. Hadoop usually uses one map to process one block of data. Default block size is 128 MB. 5120 maps can have more than 655 GB input data. When there were 5120 maps, 2.86 seconds runtime difference between Hadoop Delegation Token and SEHadoop Delegation Token was a comparative small comparing to the overall job executing time to process 655 GB data which usually needs more than a half hour. The measured operations were running on the Job Client which is outside of SEHadoop computing cluster. So even for a Hadoop job with a large number of maps, SEHadoop Delegation Token has a very limited performance impact on overall Hadoop job executing progress.
Chapter 3

SafeDedup: Safely Deduplicating and Sharing Encrypted Data in a Cloud

3.1 Background

Cloud storage service prices are falling [50]. Some providers use deduplication to save space and reduce cost. Examples are Dropbox and Mozy [25, 51, 52]. While this may be good news for many cloud users, those who keep sensitive data in the cloud may need to worry. Deduplication requires reading the data and comparing files or blocks to know what to remove. That activity may expose sensitive information, or may not work if the user decides to use an arbitrary encryption approach not revealed to the deduplication process. Either way, there may be an increased cost.

As part of our work aimed at data protection in the cloud, we investigated the issue of deduplication of encrypted data. While there are several approaches in use today, they have some vulnerabilities. We developed a model we call SafeDedup, which we believe can solve the problem. We used Hadoop distribute file system (HDFS) as the case-study. There are three primary deduplication methods: deduplicating data based on whole file, fixed-sized chunk, and variable-sized chunk [53–56]. The model does not depend on file system organization (block, fixed or variable-sized chunks, whole file, etc.), and the deduplication method used. We first provide an overview of some existing approaches to the issue.

Convergent encryption is the popular solution to encrypted deduplication. It is deployed in many systems[25, 26, 33–35, 53, 57]. Since an encryption key is derived from the data by deterministic encryption (e.g. symmetric encryption or hash function), the same data can
generate identical ciphertexts which can be deduplicated. Mark Storer et al. use CE to develop a solution in both a single server storage and distributed storage systems, but the solution cannot prevent the brute-force attacks [53]. As mentioned in [25, 27], the brute-force attack can recover data sets which have low entropy, the so-called predictable data. Since predictable data is widely used in the real world, they proposed a separate key server for generating encryption keys to counter brute-force attack in Dupless [25]. However, a malicious insider can still use the key server to generate an encryption key and perform brute-force dictionary attack. This limits the adoption of this solution. Yitao improves Dupless by introducing a new distributed key generation protocol to remove the key server, so the method can be better adapted to storage systems which are not easily compatible with the centralized key server approach, such as P2P storage systems [57]. However if attackers can compromise a certain amount of users, Yitao’s approach can not prevent attacks.

The model we developed, SafeDedup, takes the process one step further with the intent of countering such brute-force dictionary attack and resisting the threat of compromised users or malicious users. We leverage the isolation between virtual machines and the host machine which is supported by virtualization technology to process data in the host layer separated from the Cloud Storage Service (CSS) system. In this way, we separate sensitive information from storage application to thwart malicious inside users from accessing critical information, such as data encryption keys, ciphertexts of data, data sharing information, etc.

Another interesting and related problem is sharing of encrypted deduplicated data. Simply sharing a data encryption key does not satisfy compromise resilience requirement, and is not flexible enough if dynamic changing of access privilege for a shared party is needed. Yitao’s distributed key generation protocol is able to support sharing of data within a group [57], however, the protocol lacks compromise resilience and fine-grain access control for each data share player. Our model improves on that with fine-grained access control, and enablement of the owner revoke of data sharing.

### 3.2 SafeDedup Threats Model

Our ultimate goal is to protect the confidentiality of users’ data, even for the predictable data, both in deduplication enabled CSS and during sharing with other users or devices. We assume CSS resides with a trusted cloud provider, and all service processes are running in trusted virtual machines (VM) on hypervisors of the provider. Attackers may be able to compromise CSS, register as a user on CSS, or eavesdrop on connections between CSS and legitimate CSS users. We trust IaaS provider’s management system, internal network, hypervisors, host machine hardware, etc.

When a compromise happens, the level of security should reduce incrementally and gracefully.
For example, if a client is compromised, the data of other users still remain safe. If CSS is compromised, all users data can still remain intact. If both CSS and IaaS providers’ systems are compromised which is the worst scenario, data with unpredictable content are still safe, while predictable data may be under brute-force dictionary attack. In our model we divide data into different partitions. When the worst scenario happens, only data in compromised partitions are impacted.

Side-channels attacks also can be used to attack other users during client-side deduplication since a malicious user can tell whether one file is stored by others as described in [27]. SafeDedup model prevents these threats by hiding duplication information from the CSS system and users. Our model requests users to encrypt their data’s path and file name if their path and file name are sensitive.

Our model provides a method to share encrypted data with fine-grain access control. A data owner is able to grant fine-grain access privilege to any other users or devices and perform revocation on any previous granting accesses. Compromise of CSS and clients does not impact uncompromised users.

Our approach works under CSS with minimum modification to the HDFS code. The space to store an encrypted file can match closely to the space of the plaintext. The deduplication function can achieve the same percentage space saving compared to the other systems [25, 26, 57].

3.3 SafeDedup Model

We describe SafeDedup from three perspectives: data and CSS separation, encryption and deduplication service, and data access protocol. Figure 3.1 is the proposed architecture of SafeDedup. It consists of Client, SafeDedup Hypervisor module, SafeDedup Service module, and SafeDedup VM module.

To separate CSS, SafeDedup leverages the hypervisor’s privilege to intercept all data communications between CSS VMs and the clients. It ensures that all data are separated from the CSS system and remain in the hypervisor layer. At the same time, the CSS system can work properly and performs normal operations with the minimum CSS system modification. Data and CSS separation works with other parts of SafeDedup to ensure the security of the overall system.

In SafeDedup encryption and deduplication service, encryption and deduplication of data are performed securely in the hypervisor layer without conflicting. It works with the other two parts of SafeDedup to prevent attackers from leaking data. SafeDedup features compromise resistance when hackers are able to compromise critical parts of SafeDedup, such as SafeDedup Hypervisor module and SafeDedup Service module in the hypervisor layer. In our design, SafeDedup alone cannot decrypt the ciphertext, and users are necessarily involved in data decryption. SafeDedup
has a mechanism that can partition data to effect compartmentalization.

Data access protocol is designed for communications among the CSS system components and clients. In addition to perform typical data operations, such as data read, write, delete, etc., the protocol is used by a client to confidentially share data with other designated clients using fine-grained data access controls. A data owner has the ability to set up access privileges for other users to define and enforce which data they can access, for what period of time and which operation privileges they have.

SafeDedup has two pairs of RSA asymmetric keys - the SafeDedup Public Key (SPub) and the SafeDedup Private Key (SPri), the SafeDedup Token Public Key (TPub) and the SafeDedup Token Private Key (TPri). Both SPri and TPri are only accessed by SafeDedup. There is a secure channel to distribute SPub and TPub to all clients, and clients are able to certify SPub and TPub in the same way public key infrastructure (PKI) does.

3.3.1 Data and CSS Separation

We assume that full virtualization is available. That should allow a host machine to provide completely virtualized hardware for guest virtual machines (VMs) which run an unmodified operating system (OS). Nowadays, major CPU manufacturers provide hardware-assisted virtualization to improve the performance of a guest environment, such as AMD-V [58] and Intel VT [59]. A hypervisor or virtual machine monitor (VMM) has higher privileges than all guest
VMs it runs. A hypervisor also enforces a strong isolation between guest VMs and the host environment. By leveraging the privilege of a hypervisor and the strong isolation between guest VMs and the host machine, SafeDedup separates data from the CSS system.

To do that, SafeDedup Hypervisor Module (see Figure 3.1) intercepts all incoming and outgoing network connections between CSS and the clients. Since CSS usually uses a pre-defined network port to receive and send data, SafeDedup Hypervisor module monitors all network connections on the predefined port. When a client sends data to CSS, SafeDedup detects the target connection, intercepts data in the channel and transfers data to SafeDedup Service module for encryption and deduplication. It then replaces data with a newly generated random number and puts it back onto the channel. The CSS system considers the random number generated by SafeDedup as data sent by the client. When a client tries to read the data, CSS sends the random number as the data to the client through the predefined port. SafeDedup Hypervisor module intercepts the random number from the monitored connection and uses the random number to retrieve real data from SafeDedup Service module. Then SafeDedup Hypervisor module replaces the random number with real data before sending packets to the client.

Because the CSS system decides how to perform operations on data (e.g. read, write, delete, etc.), SafeDedup needs information on which operations are performed on the target data. Then it can process the intercepted data accordingly. We use SafeDedup VM module in the CSS VMs to hook into the system call table. When the target operation is intercepted, such as writing operation in the target directory, SafeDedup VM module executes VMExit [59] to cause VM to exit, and SafeDedup Hypervisor module is able to identify which event (e.g. write or read) triggers the VMExit and other related information (e.g. the random number CSS is writing). By using this approach, SafeDedup is aware of how the CSS system processes the random number and is able to process the real data accordingly. The CSS system does not know that the data is replaced by the random number, and performs the work as normal. The most important part is that the CSS system is not able to access the real data in all procedures.

A compromised CSS system can try to retrieve data in SafeDedup, such as working with malicious clients to perform illegitimate read operations on target files, or hack the hypervisor layer to leak data directly. Therefore, data and CSS separation that SafeDedup Hypervisor module effects is required to work with other components of SafeDedup to protect data.

### 3.3.2 Encryption and Deduplication

SafeDedup encryption and deduplication operations are implemented in SafeDedup Service module. SafeDedup Service module receives data and the commands (e.g. write) from SafeDedup Hypervisor module. Once a write command is received, SafeDedup Service module starts the data encryption procedure. The procedure has four goals:
• The same plaintext generates the same ciphertext, thus deduplication can be easily achieved.

• Only SafeDedup generates an encryption key for the data. Since the data encryption method is not publicly known, offline brute-force dictionary attack is much more difficult unless SafeDedup Service module is also compromised.

• SafeDedup is able to partition data. Data in different partitions is encrypted by different sets of encryption keys. Deduplication can only work for data in the same partition. SafeDedup can partition data according to either different organizations or time periods to improve compromising resilience.

• Only the data owner is able to decrypt his or her ciphertext. Without authorization by a data owner, a client or a compromised SafeDedup can not decrypt the ciphertext.

When SafeDedup Hypervisor module intercepts a data write operation on the CSS system, plaintext of data, the random number, and related information are sent to SafeDedup Service module. SafeDedup Service module uses plaintext and SafeDedup master key (MK) to generate a symmetric data encryption key \( DK \leftarrow F(MK, \text{plaintext}) \). We use HMAC as the function \( F \) to generate \( DK \). Then \( DK \) is used to encrypt data into ciphertext \( C \leftarrow E(DK, \text{Plaintext}) \). When the plaintext and the MK are the same, SafeDedup ensures that the same DK and ciphertext are generated. When the data or MKs are different, SafeDedup generates different ciphertexts. Thus, MK can be used to partition data for various purposes.

In order to ensure only data owner can decrypt the ciphertext, SafeDedup requires a data owner to generate a random symmetric key, called tag key (TK), and send the key with data to SafeDedup. SafeDedup Hypervisor module intercepts both TK and data, and sends them to SafeDedup Service module. TK is used to create a tag through \( \text{Tag} \leftarrow E(TK, DK || H(DK)) \) which \( H \) is a Hash function. At last, the tag, the random number, the ciphertext and the ciphertext ID which is the index of ciphertexts are stored. At the same time, a mapping of the tag, the random number, and the ciphertext ID is recorded as described in the table 3.1, therefore, SafeDedup can identify which tag and ciphertext should be used when a read request is received. Having the same ciphertext ID in the rows of the tag A and the tag C indicates that both tags share the same ciphertext. The data owner who has the TK is able to decrypt the tag to retrieve the DK which can be used to decrypt the ciphertext. In our implementation, we use access token to authorize SafeDedup to perform decryption which is discussed in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.3 Data Access Protocol

SafeDedup data access protocol defines the communication procedures among clients, CSS and SafeDedup. It provides three functions: a secure channel is created for communications between a
client and CSS, a user can use a client to access data (e.g. write or read data) in SafeDedup and CSS, a data owner can share data with others and control their access in a fine-grain manner.

Secure Channel

Since a client is usually installed on users’ device which remote to the CSS servers, such as a computer or a tablet, the communication between a client and the CSS system normally travels through Internet which does not have security guarantee. The secure channel between a client and the CSS system is needed to protect the communication between them. SafeDedup has to be able to intercept the related information and data in this channel. Because SafeDedup Hypervisor module is running in the hypervisor layer, and the communication between a CSS VM and its hypervisor is actually memory page copying on the host machines which is hard to be intercepted by external attackers. We can leverage this fact, and only create an encrypted channel between SafeDedup Hypervisor module and a client to simplify our data access protocol.

When a client needs to send a request to the CSS system (e.g read or write), it creates an random AES256 symmetric key, named session key (SK), to encrypt the entire request (R) via \( ER \leftarrow E(SK, R || H(R)) \), which ER is encrypted request and H is cryptographic hash function SHA-512. SK is encrypted by SPub in the head via \( Head \leftarrow E(SPub, SK || H(SK)) \). Once SafeDedup Hypervisor module intercepting Head and ER, it decrypts Head by using its SPri, and verifies the integrity of SK by checking the hash value of SK. Then SafeDedup Hypervisor module uses the SK to decrypt ER and verifies the integrity of R via calculating the hash value of R. The SK received by SafeDedup can be used to encrypt the CSS system response (SRes) in the same way as how the client encrypting request via \( ERes \leftarrow E(SK, R || H(SRes)) \). Once receiving encrypted response from SafeDedup, the client uses its SK to decrypt it and verify its integrity. The Figure 3.2 describes the process of the secure channel. SD represents SafeDedup swapping data operation which swaps the data with the random number in the network buffer of the hypervisor as described in Section 3.3.1. A secure channel between a client and the CSS system is established and all communications between clients and the CSS system are transmitted through it.
Data Access

An access token (AT) is used to authenticate and authorize access in SafeDedup. A tag key (TK) is generated when the data is written to SafeDedup as described in 3.3.2, and each block of data has its own TK. An owner of the TK can use the TK and TPub to generate access tokens. These tokens can be used by the owner or any third parties to access data in SafeDedup accordingly. Inside access tokens, it defines fine-grain access control information, including the type of operations (e.g. read, write or delete), expiration date, etc. If the data owner needs to share data on the CSS system, she or he only needs to distribute access tokens to any third-parties instead of exposing decryption keys. The format of an access token is described as follows:

\[
TID = \{ID, Operation, Expiration Date, Tag Key\} \quad (16)
\]

\[
AT \leftarrow E(\text{TPub}, TID \ || \ H(TID)) \quad (17)
\]

While writing new data into the CSS system, a client creates a random symmetric key TK to generate an access token (AT) via formats (16) and (17), and attaches AT and data to the request. The client sends the request to SafeDedup and the CSS system through the secure channel which described in Section 3.3.3. SafeDedup decrypts the access token by D(TPri, AT) and verifies the hash value of TID. If the Operation in TID is written, the Expiration Date is not exceeded and the CSS system allows the write operation, SafeDedup uses the TK to performs encryption and deduplication of data as discussed in Section 3.3.2.
In a data read procedure, a client creates an access token or directly uses an access token from the data owner to access data. The access token generation method is described in formats (16) and (17). The AT is sent to SafeDedup through the secure channel and decrypted by TPri. If the TID is verified, the Operation in TID is read, the Expiration Date is not expired, Tag Key is verified and the CSS system allows the read operation, SafeDedup performs decryption operation and sends the data encrypted by the SK back through the secure channel. Since each tag is created by \( \text{Tag} \leftarrow E(\text{TK}, \text{DK} \| \text{H(DK)}) \), a tag can be decrypted by \( \text{DK} \leftarrow D(\text{TK}, \text{Tag}) \) to retrieve \( \text{DK} \). The hash value of \( \text{DK} \) can be verified by recomputing \( \text{H(DK)} \). If the hash value of \( \text{DK} \) is verified, then both the \( \text{DK} \) and the tag key are correct.

In data read and write processes, SafeDedup adds another layer of authentication and authorization above the CSS system. A user can read and write data only if she or he can be authenticated and authorized by both the CSS system and SafeDedup model. Therefore, SafeDedup has the high privilege to enforce access control for users accessing the CSS system. SafeDedup access token is encrypted by TPub, and only SafeDedup has TPri to decrypt the access token. Thus, the access control information and the tag key in an access token are not exposed to any third parties and are not able to be modified by others.

### 3.3.4 Data Sharing and Access Revocation

SafeDedup can use an access token in the same way as discussed in Section 3.3.3 to share data with others. A data owner is able to create an access token by the formats (16) and (17) which contains the fine-grain detail of access privilege that the data sharing parties can have. We assume that the access token can be distributed to all data sharing users in a secure method. SafeDedup can use the same way to verify data access requests from different data sharing users by examining access tokens that the users provided. The details of access token verification are stated in Section 3.3.3.

SafeDedup has flexible ways to revoke an access token before the access token expiration date. The first revocation method is to keep a black list in SafeDedup which contains all unexpired revocation access tokens. SafeDedup will reject access requests which use the access tokens on the list. The expired access token will be removed from the list to keep the access token black list efficient. The second revocation way is that a data owner can replace the tag for her or his data. This method is very necessary when a data owner worries her or his tag key is leaked. Both maintaining access token black list and replacing a tag key are quite lightweight operations. Both an access token and a tag in SafeDedup have small sizes. Access token only contains keys and access control information. And SafeDedup tag only includes one key. These two methods are lightweight operations and do not involve any operations on users’ data.
3.4 Security of SafeDedup

The evaluation of SafeDedup model is intended to demonstrate that the data in the CSS system is secure under a variety of foreseeable scenarios. First, we examine how external adversaries can affect SafeDedup. Second, we discuss possible data leaks from CSS system and cloud providers.

3.4.1 External Adversaries

A secure CSS system must be able to prevent information leaking to external adversaries. An external adversary does not have an account on the CSS system. While trying to access data on the CSS system, the access request of the external adversary will be denied by the CSS access control system. Communications between the CSS system and SafeDedup are operated directly on the memory of host machines which is not accessible for external adversaries.

However, an adversary is able to overhear and tamper with messages sent between legitimate CSS users and the CSS system. In our model, all messages between CSS clients and the CSS system are transmitted in a secure channel. Messages which are transmitted through the secure channel are encrypted. We assume that encryption techniques provide an adequate level of security over a certain period of time. A sender generates a hash value of its message and sends it with the message. A receiver can then verify the message’s integrity by recomputing the hash value of the message.

3.4.2 Internal Adversaries

We consider three categories of internal adversaries. The first is an adversary that compromises client devices. The second is CSS internal adversary who has the privilege to access the CSS system by either using a normal user account or an administrator account on the CSS system. The third is cloud internal adversary who has the privilege to access the same cloud the CSS system is using. The adversary may have a user account or has an administrator privilege in the cloud. We analyze the ability of inside attackers based on their locations and access privileges in the system.

Client Internal Adversaries

In our model, we assume that users only use access tokens on their devices or computers to access data, and their tag keys are safely and separately stored to lower possibility of leaking the keys. Therefore, a compromised computer can only leak access tokens stored on the computer instead of tag keys. Attackers can only have the access privilege defined in the leaked access tokens. And the legitimate user can revoke the compromised access tokens while detecting the leaking event. It is users’ responsibility to safely use and store tag keys. If tag keys are leaked,
attackers must pass access control of the CSS system in order to read data from SafeDedup. SafeDedup can send alerts of potential tag keys to users when an access token is verified but the access request is rejected by the CSS system. And the revocation process can be used to replace leaked tag keys.

CSS Internal Adversaries

A CSS internal adversary who has a user account can perform normal read, write, delete operations as other legitimate users. A CSS internal adversary with an administrator privilege on the CSS is able to access and manage resources of other legitimate users. The goal of SafeDedup is preventing both predictable and unpredictable information leaking to CSS internal adversaries. Although convergent encryption provides protection for unpredictable data [25, 32, 60], as discussed in [27], the CSS malicious users can perform brute-force dictionary attacks to leak predictable data even when the data are encrypted. This type of attacks is possible based on following three facts. Firstly, attackers can detect whether their uploaded files are shared by other legitimate users. Secondly, they know the ciphertext of the target file. At last, they are able to perform data encryption operation either by themselves [27] or by the CSS system [25]. It is hard to prevent CSS internal adversaries if CSS uses client-side encryption and deduplication. Thus, SafeDedup performs encryption and deduplication on server-side. We discuss how SafeDedup prevents data leaking in following.

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the separation between CSS and data ensures that the CSS system cannot access both plaintext and ciphertext of data. Ciphertexts of all data are managed and stored by SafeDedup, and the CSS system is not able to access SafeDedup in the hypervisor layer. However, a malicious CSS administrator who manages the access control system of the CSS system may try to impersonate a legitimate CSS user to access data in SafeDedup. SafeDedup requires a valid access token to authorize a read operation, and only data owner has the tag key to generate the access token. Therefore without related tag keys or access tokens, CSS internal adversaries cannot directly retrieve plaintext or ciphertext of data from SafeDedup.

A master key (MK) is required to generate data encryption keys and is only stored in SafeDedup. Therefore, data encryption keys can only be generated by SafeDedup, and the data encryption process is not known by CSS internal adversaries. Thus, the off-line brute-force dictionary attack cannot be performed. On the other hand, CSS internal adversaries can request SafeDedup to execute data encryption as normal CSS users to launch online brute-force dictionary attack. We can stop this type of attacks by preventing attackers from detecting whether their uploaded files are shared with other users. Since SafeDedup uses server-side encryption and deduplication, attack methods in [25, 27] cannot leak data sharing information from the CSS system. However, other types of side-channel attacks are possible to leak file sharing information.
For instance, an attacker can write a file to CSS as a normal CSS user and read the file back immediately. If the response time of the read request is short that means the uploaded file is shared with other users and SafeDedup skips the operation of writing the file to a disk, and vice versa. But this side-channel attack can be easily defeated by setting up a delay timer in SafeDedup to restrict the minimum time interval between writing and reading operations, so even a uploaded file is shared on the CSS, the read request is delayed by the timer to avoid the file sharing detection. The length of delay time depends on the size of a uploaded file, the larger the file is, the longer for the time delaying. In the future, we can study about how to add extra randomness to the delay time to avoid attackers detecting whether the delay of reading request is caused by a delay timer.

Cloud Internal Adversaries

Cloud internal adversaries are able to access the cloud system and have a high privilege to launch various attacks directly on the CSS system and SafeDedup. As discussed in [3, 15, 16, 22, 24, 61], internal cloud attacks can be used to attack cloud, such as scanning or modifying the memory of the CSS' VMs, implementing malware into the images CSS using, etc. Fortunately, in SafeDedup model, the CSS system does not contain users’ data or is able to access to these data alone which are analyzed in Section 3.4.2. However, cloud internal adversaries with high privilege can compromise SafeDedup directly. Since all data is encrypted in storage, and only data owners have tag keys to retrieve data decryption keys in tags, compromised SafeDedup alone cannot decrypt ciphertexts of data, especially for unpredictable data. But brute-force dictionary attack is possible for attacking predictable data in storage. SafeDedup improves the security level for these predictable data by using different master keys.

Firstly, we can partition data into different time slots. SafeDedup can refresh the master key for certain period of time and the old master key is always deleted. Therefore, the files written to SafeDedup in the different time period are stored in separate partitions. Compromising SafeDedup can only impact data which is written in a current period of time. Since lacking old master keys, attackers cannot repeat the data encryption key generation process to launch brute-force dictionary attack. This partitioning method can protect predictable and unpredictable data in old partitions and only protect unpredictable data in the current partition. The tradeoff for this method is that it sacrifices some benefits of space saving of deduplication. Setting up a proper length of time for SafeDedup refreshing a master key provides a flexible way for an administrator to control the balance between the data protection and storage saving.

Secondly, SafeDedup can use a unique master key for each cloud site. Therefore compromising of one cloud site does not impact data stored by SafeDedup in another cloud site. One scenario for this method is that a CSS system runs on multiple clouds, and SafeDedup modules in
different clouds use distinct master keys. Using a unique master key in each cloud or cloud site can prevent cloud internal adversaries launching brute-force dictionary attack on data encrypted by uncompromised cloud or cloud sites.

### 3.5 Implementation and Performance

We implemented fully functional SafeDedup. It is written in C and supports Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). It can be straightforward to make SafeDedup work with other distributed file system which is similar to the ways to support HDFS as described in Figure 3.1. We use Kernel Based Virtual Machine (KVM) 3.8 and QEMU 1.4.0 as the hypervisor in our platform. SafeDedup Hypervisor module is implemented in KVM and QEMU. We use CentOS 6.6 64-bits with kernel version 3.8.1 as the operating system (OS) in the host machine. SafeDedup Service module is running as a user process in the host machine. Our guest VM use Ubuntu 13.04 32-bits with kernel version 3.8.0-19-generic. Hadoop Distribute File System (HDFS) 2.2.0 is used as our distribute file system running on the guest machine. We use CentOS 6.6 64-bits as our client machine. HDFS client and SafeDedup client are used to read or write data in HDFS. We use SHA-512 hash function to calculate all hash values in SafeDedup. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 256 is used for all symmetric encryptions, and RSA (2048 bits key) is used for all asymmetric encryptions in SafeDedup.

SafeDedup Hypervisor module is implemented in QEMU, KVM and HDFS client. QEMU is an open source hosted hypervisor that works with KVM kernel module to perform hardware virtualization [62, 63]. QEMU provides the virtual network devices to guest VMs and interacts with these network interface controllers (NIC). The part of SafeDedup Hypervisor module is implemented in QEMU to monitor TCP/IP connections of all VMs, intercept the connection and replace the data in the network buffer for the connection. The other part of SafeDedup Hypervisor module is installed in KVM to interact with SafeDedup VM module in VM. SafeDedup VM module is a kernel module installed in guest VMs. It modifies the system call table and hooks four system calls which are open, read, write and close. When guest VMs try to read or write the target file, the module executes VMCALL which causes VMExit. Then SafeDedup Hypervisor module component in KVM can intercept the events, handle the exceptions and read information, such as which instruction caused VMExit and what value is read or written. We keep the modification of the CSS system to a minimum, and remove the two lines of code for the checksum verification in HDFS Data Node for uploaded data from HDFS clients. While writing data to the CSS system, the SafeDedup client generates the request message including the access token and data and encrypts the request as described in Section 3.3.3. The SafeDedup client packs all contents of a request to a local file for HDFS client to upload to HDFS server.

We described and discussed the experiments we tested in the SafeDedup platform, and
measured the performance and overheads of SafeDedup.

3.5.1 Experiments

We measured the overhead for both write and read operations on HDFS platform, and HDFS with SafeDedup platform. Both platforms use the same machines for the server and client. Measurements were repeated 100 times and all standard deviation are below 5%. The files used in the operations have random contents and their sizes are $2^{4i}$ KB for $i \in \{0, 1, 2, 3, 4\}$, giving a file size range of 1KB to 64 MB. We use the following function to calculate SafeDedup overhead percentage ($A$ is native HDFS operating time, and $B$ is HDFS with SafeDedup operating time):

$$\frac{B - A}{A} \times 100\%$$

The SafeDedup host machine is an IBM eServer Blade HS22 with two Intel E5640 Xeon CPUs. Each CPU has 4 cores and the clock rate of 2660 Hz. The memory size is 32 GB. The network card is Broadcom Corporation NetXtreme II BCM5709S Gigabit Ethernet, and network speed is 1Gbit per second. The SafeDedup client machine is an IBM eServer Blade Center HS21s with two Intel E5450 Xeon CPUs. Each CPU has 4 cores and the clock rate of 3 GHz. The memory size is 32 GB. The network card was Broadcom Corporation NetXtreme II BCM5708S Gigabit Ethernet controller, and network line speed was 1 Gbit per second. Both SafeDedup host machine and client machine use the same model of the hard disk which is Fujitsu MBD2300RC with 300GB, 10000 RPM, 16MB Cache and SAS 6Gb/s. The SafeDedup host machine and client machine are attached to the same VLAN, the average transferring bandwidth between two machines is 335 Mbits per second. We use one for the number of the replication, and 128 MB for the block size in the HDFS.

3.5.2 SafeDedup Performance

We performed write operation under two platforms, HDFS, and HDFS with SafeDedup. The results are shown in Figure 3.3. The content written to HDFS is random. HDFS itself does not perform deduplication. Therefore, there is no performance difference between writing the same data and different data. Since SafeDedup performing deduplication, we tested SafeDedup write performances by writing the same data or different random data. From Figure 3.3, a client cannot observe the performance difference when different data or the same data is written to SafeDedup. The reason is that SafeDedup service module performs deduplication and data storing in the background which does not influence writing performance from SafeDedup client perspective. That is extremely important because attackers cannot detect whether a file is stored in SafeDedup by other users through measuring its writing performance. Thus the side-channel
attack in [27] cannot be launched as discussed in Section 3.4.2. Comparing HDFS and HDFS with SafeDedup, we cannot observe overhead for HDFS with SafeDedup when uploading a 1 KB file. We think that the overhead for encryption and decryption operations of SafeDedup, and data copy in the hypervisor is too small compared with operation time for data transferring over network and data writing on the hard disk. The overhead of SafeDedup starts to rise to 16.4% when the file size increases to 64 MB.

We compared read operation performances between HDFS and HDFS with SafeDedup as described in Figure 3.4. Since HDFS is not modified, and SafeDedup Access Token has to be uploaded to SafeDedup, SafeDedup Client performs two TCP connections with HDFS for one read operation. One connection is uploading SafeDedup Access Token and the other one is downloading data. On a contrary, HDFS only needs one TCP connection for downloading data. In order to improve the performance of SafeDedup, we use two threads to perform these two operations in parallel. Figure 3.4 indicates that SafeDedup has 8.7% overhead compared with HDFS when data size is 1 KB. The overhead percentage starts to increase to 18.8% when the data size is 64 MB.
3.5.3 Microbenchmarks

We measured the micro-benchmarks for SafeDedup Service Module performances as shown in Figure 3.5, which indicates the overhead for data encryption and decryption, data integrity check, data encryption key generation, data storing and reading, etc. When SafeDedup receives writing requests, SafeDedup Service Module will decrypt the data and the access token from the SafeDedup secure channel, verify the integrity of the data and the access token, generate a data encryption key for the data, encrypt the data and store the data in hard disk. The write line in Figure 3.5 shows the time to perform these operations under the different sizes of the random files. It requires from 0.013 seconds for 1 KB data to 4.05 seconds for 64 MB data to encrypt and store the data on the disk.

When reading requests are received, SafeDedup Service Module will read the encrypted data from the hard disk, decrypt the data encryption key from the Tag and use the data encryption key to decrypt the data. The read line in Figure 3.5 shows the time to perform these operations under the different sizes of the random files. It needs from 0.0023 seconds for 1 KB data to 1.35 seconds for 64 MB data to read and decrypt data on the disk.
Figure 3.5: SafeDedup Service Module Performances
Chapter 4

SECross: Securing Cross Cloud Boundary

4.1 Background

Working across several clouds may represent a security challenge. We examined some of the issues experimentally. To do that, we used three existing cloud systems. We used North Carolina State University (NCSU) Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) as our base cloud system, and designed and implemented two deployer modules to enable VCL deploying and management capabilities in IBM Softlayer Cloud and Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2).

4.1.1 VCL Background

Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) is an open source cloud computing management platform and primarily used by colleges and universities to deliver cloud service to students, staffs and faculty. VCL can deliver infrastructure as a service (IaaS), such as bare-metal machines or virtual machines with productivity software, to users. The users can connect to the remotely provisioned computers by using remote desktop, SSH or other supported protocols.

VCL Architecture

VCL has four principal components: web portal, database, management node VCL daemon and deployer module as shown in Figure 4.1. It also has a number of distributed computational and storage resources from which the VCL management nodes deliver services. Web portal is a web interface for end users and administrators. VCL users use the web interface to send requests, manage resources. VCL administrators use the web interface to manage resources and set up configurations. VCL database stores all data of VCL reservation, environment configurations,
access control policies, log, etc. Management node processes reservation requests and uses deployer modules to load proper resource machines for end users.

Using VCL

In general, users log in to VCL through web portal. However, it is also possible to request and deploy services using an API. There are three methods can be used to authenticate users, VCL local accounts and their passwords, Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and Shibboleth.

After authentication, VCL has a privilege hierarchy to manage access privileges for all users. Users can manage resources, such as computing resources and image resources, or send requests, such as provisioning computing environment and creating new images, which are stored in VCL database in the end. Management Node keeps checking if there are any computing resources requests in VCL database.

If a new request is detected by Management Node, it starts to retrieve related information of the request from the database and call a proper deployer module to provision the requested computing environment.

Then the VCL deployer provisions the image, sets up network environment, creates the user’s account and configures the computer according to the provisioning request. Users can log in to the computing environment by different methods, such as Secure Shell (SSH) or Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP).

When users finish work, they can end the reservation directly or send update image or create a new image request to store the current image.
4.1.2 VCL Multi-cloud system

We developed two deployer modules which are Softlayer deployer module and EC2 deployer module. As shown in Figure 4.2, VCL multi-cloud system can have multiple management nodes, and each management node runs in different clouds environment, including local cloud which is fully controlled and managed by VCL administrators, and public clouds such as Softlayer cloud and Amazon EC2 which are controlled and managed by independent providers. The management nodes in public clouds can use these two deployer modules to communicate with public cloud management systems. Therefore, the management nodes can reserve and delete computing resources requested by VCL users.

4.2 Assumptions and Attack Models

We built an experimental multi-cloud system that has a private cloud computing environment as its base-line, while the other cloud environments are the public clouds (Amazon EC2 and IBM Softlayer in our case) are managed and controlled by independent cloud providers, and multi-cloud administrators do not have administrator privilege in these cloud environments.

We assume that a public cloud is by definition open to public users, malicious users can easily impersonate normal users. Multi-cloud system components in the public cloud may have to share hardware, such as CPU, memory, etc., or software, like a hypervisor, with other cloud users. We assume that malicious users can launch various attacks, including but not limited to internal cloud attacks [17–20, 23, 24], side-channel attacks [22, 24]. Under these threats, components of a multi-cloud system running in the public environment can be compromised by any attackers. Since some components may have very high privilege, once these components are
compromised, attackers can potentially gain high privilege to attack the rest of the system.

4.3 SECross Model

We developed SECross model to enhance a multi-cloud system resilience to cyber-attacks. Our multi-cloud system provides infrastructure as a service (IaaS). SECross model has two types of cloud systems, master cloud and a set of sub-clouds as shown in Figure 4.3. Master cloud has a private environment, and its resources, such as CPU, memory, image files, network, etc., are not shared with public users. In our implementation, we deploy master cloud in the datacenter of NCSU which can only be accessed by authorized NCSU users. NCSU cloud users can directly use resources in the master cloud. However, when requests go beyond its capacity, SECross master cloud can deploy extra resources from any of its sub-clouds. We improve compromise resilience in two ways. First, since sub-clouds are deployed on public clouds, and they potentially have more possibility being compromised by various outside attacks, master cloud needs to resist compromises in any of sub-clouds. Second, if attackers are able to compromise master cloud either by using one compromised sub-cloud or attacking master cloud directly, uncompromised sub-clouds need to resist attacks from the compromised master cloud and sub-clouds.

We describe SECross model from several perspectives. First, we illustrate the architecture of SECross model and introduce how SECross works in a multi-cloud environment. Second, we describe the access rule among SECross components and the firewall rules to enforce that. Third, we show how SECross model handles users authentication and authorization. Fourth, we show how users securely log in and access remote reserved computing resources. Fifth we
design a fine-grain access control policy for components accessing SECross database. Finally, we discuss how a SECross management node can monitor users’ requests and reject the requests that appear out of order.

4.3.1 SECross Multi-cloud Architecture

SECross model has five major components, SECross web access portal, SECross database, SECross management node and authentication sub-system as shown in Figure 4.4. It has two types of cloud environments which are master cloud and sub-cloud. Master cloud is hosted in a private environment but has limited resource capacity. Sub-cloud is hosted in a public environment usually managed by independent organizations. Sub-cloud can run in any available IaaS public clouds with potentially extremely large resource capacity.

A SECross web portal is currently a graphical user interface (GUI) for all users. Users can log in to a VCL system, send requests, manage resources and configure privileges via the web. Web portal can communicate with a specific authentication system to verify users’ identity. It also accesses SECross database and stores users’ commands in SECross database. SECross web portal cannot access any other components of a SECross system.

A SECross database is the database of the multi-cloud system. It contains user information, user privileges, various resources information, such as computing resources and image resources, user service requests, SECross management node information, etc. Since some information recorded in SECross database is sensitive, we have to carefully define the fine-grain access control policy for a SECross web portal and SECross management nodes.

SECross model can have multiple management nodes, and each management node works
independently to manage computing resources in each sub-cloud or data center. In Figure 4.4, one management node manage computing resources in the master cloud, and the other two management nodes control the computing resources in sub-clouds A and B respectively. Management node in a master cloud could actually be an option. This depends on whether there are available computing resources in the master cloud. If computing resources are only existing in sub-clouds, SECross model can only host the web portal and the database in the master cloud.

A SECross image library stores images files. Each SECross management node has its own SECross image library which cannot be accessed by any other SECross components. A SECross management node can provision computing machines by directly using the image files from its SECross image library, and update the image or create a new image when users request.

The goal of SECross model is to design a compromise-resistant multi-cloud system. Since a management node can run in a third party cloud, we need to be careful when we design management node communications with the rest of multi-cloud system. Based on our assumptions in Section 4.2, attackers are able to compromise one of management node in a sub-cloud. SECross model has to set up fine-grain access privilege, so that compromised management nodes cannot attack the system components in the master cloud or any other sub-clouds. If some critical components in the master cloud are compromised, such as the SECross database or the SECross web portal, SECross model must have a mechanism for any un-compromised components in sub-clouds to detect malicious resource requests and even deny the requests if necessary. Because a management node controls all resources in a single cloud environment, we can use a management node to enforce a security policy in a sub-cloud to resist potential malicious requests.

### 4.3.2 Access Rules

SECross model defines the access rules for all SECross components. Only necessary network ports are opened to the target IP addresses in firewall to reduce the risk. As shown in the Figure 4.4, SECross web portal and SECross management nodes can access SECross database. Each SECross management node has and can only access its own SECross image library. SECross can synchronize image files among SECross image libraries in different cloud environments, but it should be only performed SECross administrators. All other accesses among SECross components are forbidden.

In the firewalls rules, all SECross components open an SSH login port for administrators to configure SECross system. The administrators should use public/private key for SSH authentication. The private key of a SECross administrator should be stored securely and separately from the SECross system. SECross management nodes should not be accessible in other ways (with the exception of a physical console). SECross web portal opens port 443 for HTTPS
access. SECross database allows accessing from port 3306 for mysql database queries. Since both SECross web portal and SECross management nodes usually have fixed IP addresses and are running for a long period, SECross only allows these fixed IP addresses to access the database.

4.3.3 User Authentication

In SECross model, the user authentication system is independent of the rest of multi-cloud system and can be only accessed in a controlled fashion. In the prototype, it is a web portal. The web portal has only the privilege to verify users’ identity by his or her username and password and retrieve users’ group information from the authentication system. An advantage of this design is that the password related information, such as the hash values of passwords and salts, is not stored in SECross database. Compromising of SECross system cannot leak the users’ most sensitive information, or modify any users’ identity information. Using an independent authentication system is also a cost-effective and efficient way to manage users in a large organization, such as universities or companies.

LDAP and Shibboleth are widely used protocols to authenticate users. SECross allows any organizations to maintain and manage their users information in independent LDAP or Shibboleth servers. SECross only uses both protocols to verify users’ identities, such as users’ names and users’ group, without storing any sensitive users’ information, such as passwords or the hash values of passwords. If SECross compromising is compromised in part, SECross can avoid leaking most of the information related to users.

When a user tries to log in to the system, the portal will send the username and password to the authentication system (e.g. LDAP server) through an encrypted network channel. After verifying user identity, the authentication system will send back the information, such as the user name and the group names the user belong to. If user is not already in the database, username and user’s groups will be inserted into the database. Through the entire process, SECross only records user names and groups.

4.3.4 Computing Resources Access

When SECross system provisions a computing resource for a user, such as a virtual machine (VM) or a bare-metal machine. Using the same, single-sign-on password used to login SECross may be an issue if the resource, or the remote sub-cloud, has already been compromised. A one-time password can be used for every reservation in SECross, but SECross database has to store all passwords and usernames. If SECross database is compromised, all current reservations can be compromised no matter where these machines are running because attackers can know the target IP addresses, usernames, and passwords.

It is better to use private/public key authentication for users to login computing resources.
Every user creates a pair of private key and public key. Only public keys are stored in SECross database. SECross management node retrieves the proper public key from the SECross database to set it up in computing resource. Then the user can use the private key to log in to the computing machine via SSH.

SECross management nodes are required to log in to any computing machines since SECross management nodes have to perform configuration operations in computing machines for users, like add a user account, configure SSH server, set up firewall rules, etc. SECross management nodes use SSH private/public key to authenticate themselves to login computing machines. But each SECross management node uses a unique key pair. The public key of SECross management node is loaded and configured in the image files. When the computing machine is booted from the image, SECross management node can directly login the machine by using its private key. The images in a cloud can only store the public key of the SECross management node of the cloud. If one image is transferred from one cloud to another, the old public key needs to be deleted, and new public key from the new SECross management node must be added. The private key of SECross management node is only stored locally on the SECross management node. It is not accessible by any other SECross components except for itself.

Since SECross uses unique pairs of public and private keys to authenticate both users and SECross management nodes, attackers are less likely to compromise SECross resources except for computing resources managed by the compromised components themselves. For instances, a compromised SECross management node cannot access to any VMs managed by another SECross management node since the proper private key is not available, a compromised SECross database would not have enough information to login any VMs because it does not have user private keys or SECross management node’s private keys. And a compromised SECross web portal cannot intercept or access any private keys from users or SECross management nodes.

4.3.5 Database Access

As shown in Figure 4.4, there are two types of SECross components access the SECross database: SECross web portal and SECross management nodes. In order to access the SECross database, all connections are required to be encrypted by Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. Every process also has an independent access control policy to access the database. The goal of the access control is preventing a compromised SECross management node from attacking SECross database or any other SECross management nodes.

Classification of SECross database tables

We classify SECross database tables into five categories: user tables, resource tables, privilege tables, request tables and log tables. We give the detail of the categories in following.
User tables contain information related to users, such as users’ IDs, first names, last names, emails, users’ public keys, users’ preferences, etc. Since SECross uses an independent authentication system, users’ passwords or their password hash values are not stored in the database. An ID is a unique identifier for each user, it cannot be changed once imported from the authentication system. A pair of an ID and a public key is used for a user to login computing resource.

Resource tables record two types of resources, including computer resources and image resources. The computer resource tables define properties of a computing environment, such as the name of a computer, computer type (e.g., VM or bare metal), IP addresses, mac addresses, provisioning engine, the platform, memory size, CPU speed, the number of cores, network speed, etc. The image tables contain the image name, description of usage, and minimum requirement for running environment, such as memory size, CPU speed, a number of cores, network speed, etc.

Privilege tables define users’ groups, image groups, computers’ groups, users’ privileges and user groups’ privileges. The user groups table specifies the groups a user belonged to. The image group table defines group membership for all images. The computer group table specifies in which computer groups a computing unit belongs to. User privilege tables and user group privilege tables determine which resources users can access to and what management operations users can perform. There are mainly six types of privilege in SECross, including computer resource management, image resource management, group management, SECross management node administration, resource grant and image reservation. Computer resource management or image resource management indicates whether a user or a user group has the privilege to change a content of a computer resource or image resource accordingly. Group management specifies if a user or a user group own the privilege to manage users’ group, images’ group and computers’ group. SECross management node administration defines whether a user or a user group can change a setting for SECross management node. Resource granting specifies if a user or a user group can grant other users or user groups to access certain computer resources and image resources. Image reservation indicates whether a user or a user group can request a computing environment for the specific image or image group. A well-defined privilege tables can ensure that any legitimate users can only access and manage resources predefined.

When a user makes a request for a computing environment, a new request will be inserted into request tables. They define information related to this reservation of the computing environment, including the target computer resource and image resource, the user’s id, the reservation time period, the reservation state, the SECross management node which is provisioning the computing environment, etc.

Log tables record varies information in SECross for the usage statistically analysis, system activities monitoring, etc. It stores information such as a user login, a service request, a
There are four basic database operations can be performed in SECross database, which are select, insert, update and delete. We assume that SECross web portal and SECross management node do not have privileges to perform other operations, such as grant, revoke, create table, delete table, etc. As shown in Table 4.1, we define the SECross database access privilege for SECross web portal and SECross management nodes.

SECross web portal is a user interface to interactive with users and running in the master cloud which is a private environment. It requires having a high privilege to access SECross database because common users and administrators rely on it to use and manage SECross system. It has all four operation privileges on resource tables, privilege tables, and request tables. Since SECross system can disable a user account by changing the user’s status from active to inactive or removing the user from all available user groups, SECross web portal does not need delete privilege on user tables. Thus, SECross web portal can perform only select, insert and update operations on user tables. Because log tables are used to record all activities and analyze cloud usage statistics, SECross web portal only needs to insert and select operations on the SECross database.

Since SECross management nodes can run in a public cloud environment, which can potentially be attacked by internal cloud attacks, SECross model only gives the least privilege to them on accessing SECross database. Firstly SECross model uses column level access control on user tables and resource tables for SECross management nodes. While provisioning a computing environment, a SECross management node has to fetch the user’s ID, public keys from user tables, and the computer configuration (e.g., memory size, CPU speed, etc.) and the image information (e.g., the image name, the image location, etc.) from resource tables. So SECross model uses column level access control to allow a SECross management node access only these columns.

When a user makes a reservation in SECross, it is SECross web portal to check whether the user has proper privilege to provision the request. If the user has the right privilege, SECross

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web Portal</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Privilege</th>
<th>Request</th>
<th>Log</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management Node</td>
<td>S(Partial)</td>
<td>S(Partial)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>SIUD(Partial)</td>
<td>SI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Database Access Control Policy. S, I, U, D represent which operation is allowed to execute on database tables or Columns. S means select, I is insert, U indicates update and D means delete.
web portal chooses which location the computing machine should be provisioned, and inserts this provisioning information into SECross request tables. If the user does not have the privilege, SECross web portal will deny the request. In this way, SECross management nodes do not need to access SECross privilege tables.

SECross management nodes insert provisioning information into SECross log tables but does not require to read or modify the log tables. Therefore, SECross model only allows SECross management nodes to perform an insert operation on the log tables.

SECross request tables store all information related to users’ service requests, SECross management nodes have to perform select, insert, update and delete operations in order to provision computing machines. However, a compromised SECross management node can easily leak or modify users’ reservations which are managed by itself or other legitimate SECross management nodes. For instance, an adversary can delete a user’s reservation, or change the image chosen by a user and enforce she or he to use a compromised image. Therefore, SECross model uses row level access control on SECross request tables to monitor SECross management nodes’ access. Every SECross management node can only select, update, delete a row on SECross request tables when the row belongs to itself. Since MySQL does not support row-level access control, we use database trigger to enforce this access control. We introduce more detail of the implementation in Section 4.5.

4.3.6 SECross Management Node Monitor

SECross model resists potential attacks from SECross web portal and SECross database. In SECross model, a compromised SECross web portal or SECross database cannot access SECross management node directly as described in Section 4.3.2, or login any computing machines without compromising computing machines’ SECross management nodes as discussed in Section 4.3.4. But a compromised SECross web portal or SECross database can send malicious requests to any legitimate SECross management nodes by modifying SECross request tables. A SECross management node has to monitor the request from SECross database, and alert SECross administrators or even deny the requests when the requests look like suspicious.

First, a SECross management node records the requests it provisions in a local log file. This includes users’ ID, reservation time, etc. The log file can be used by SECross administrators to trace and audit any unusual requests. Second, a SECross management node has maximum resources request limitation. A SECross management node can monitor current computing resources usage in its management zone. When the maximum number of computing machines are deployed by the SECross management node, it will reject other requests until some of the current reservations end and the computing resources become available. Third, SECross can define a SECross request policy for SECross management node to decide whether a computing
resource request is legitimate. The policy defines the restrictions of computing machines that a SECross management node can deploy in its domain. The restrictions include maximum CPU speed, maximum memory size, maximum network speed, blocked images, etc. Since the SECross management node’s policy file is stored locally on the SECross management node machine, so it cannot be accessed by any other SECross components.

4.4 Security Analysis

We discuss the compromise resilience of SECross model from two major perspectives. Since some components of SECross model are running in a public cloud environment, first we analyze the security level of SECross model when the components in a public cloud environment are compromised. Second, we assess the security level of SECross model even when the components in the master cloud are attacked.

4.4.1 Public Cloud Adversaries

Some of SECross management nodes and computing machines are running in a public cloud environment. Sharing of resources with public cloud users occurs. An attacker can impersonate a normal public cloud user to launch internal cloud attacks on SECross computing machines or a SECross management node in the same cloud.

If a computing machine is compromised, an attacker can access the resources in the computing machine including the user’s public key, the SECross management node’s public key and the data on the machine. But the attacker cannot access any other SECross components.

When an attacker can compromise the SECross management node, the adversary can access the resources that belong to this SECross management node including the SECross management node’s image library, computing machines, and access the certain tables, columns and rows in SECross database as discussed in Section 4.3.5. However, the compromised SECross management node cannot access others’ resources not managed by itself, such as other SECross management nodes’ image libraries, computing machines or other SECross management nodes. The compromised SECross management node can see some information on users and resources from SECross database, like users’ IDs and public keys, and computing resources configurations and images’ configurations. But the compromised SECross management node cannot update, delete or insert information on SECross user tables and resources tables. Since SECross model has the row-level access control on SECross request tables, the compromised SECross management node cannot observe, modify requests of other SECross management nodes, or insert new requests to other SECross management nodes.

When attacks are launched in a public cloud domain, SECross model can resist the spread of
the compromise from one cloud to another cloud. SECross multi-cloud model exhibits compromise resilience to internal cloud attacks in a public cloud.

### 4.4.2 Other Adversaries

SECross web portal and the database are running in a private environment, primarily to avoid internal cloud attacks. However, attackers can use traditional methods to attack a SECross multi-cloud system. SECross web portal is the only user interface which can be accessed by public users, therefore, it becomes a popular target for attackers to launch a variety of attacks such as SQL injection, buffer overflow, etc. If a SECross web portal is compromised, an attacker can have a high privilege to access SECross database according to Section 4.3.5. But the attacker cannot access the existing computing machines in other sub-clouds because attacker will not be able to access to proper user private keys. The attacker cannot access any of SECross management nodes and image libraries. However, the attacker can impersonate a legitimate user to send malicious reservation requests to any SECross management nodes for new computing machines. The SECross database and SECross management nodes can log the attacker’s activities for the intrusion detection analysis, and SECross management node can deny the service request directly if the request violates its service policy as stated in Section 4.3.6.

If SECross database is compromised, the adversary cannot access any legitimate SECross web portal, SECross management nodes, image libraries or existing computing machines. Similar to a compromised SECross web portal, the adversary can send malicious requests to any SECross management nodes, but SECross management nodes are able to log the requests and even deny them. The adversary has the ability to hide some of the traces by deleting content on SECross log tables. However, any mismatch between SECross database log tables’ content and SECross management log content can indicate potential compromising is happening.

### 4.5 Implementation

We built a multi-cloud system by using apache open source cloud system VCL 2.4.2. SECross web portal and SECross database were running on two VMs on the desktop machine in our lab which is running Windows 10 64 bits and VMware Workstation 12. Our desktop machine was running in our university network to simulate master cloud environment which has a private hypervisor and hardware. We used IBM Softlayer to reserve a VM with CentOS 6.5 64 bits to run a SECross management node. We developed a Softlayer deployer module to deploy computing machines in IBM Softlayer by using IBM Softlayer API, so VCL is able to deploy computing machines in not only traditional computing environment, such as university’s host machines which are running KVM or VMware ESXi as a hypervisor, but also industry public clouds.
We used the university’s LDAP server as SECross’s authentication system. A SECross web portal uses PHP to communicate with the SECross database, and a SECross management node uses Perl to operate and communicate with SECross database and IBM Softlayer management system.

We used MySQL 5.1.73 as our SECross database. MySQL supports user-level, table-level, and column level access control but lacks of row-level access control. In order to simplify our implementation, we use view table and trigger operation of MySQL to enforce row-level access control. Every SECross management node has a unique ID, and the ID is used as MySQL account name for the SECross management node. On SECross request tables there is one column which stores the SECross management node ID, named managementID. SECross model does not allow SECross management nodes access this column. We create a trigger for insert operation on SECross request tables with the operation “SET NEW.managementID = substring_index(user(), '@', 1)”. Whenever a SECross management node inserts a request the managementID can record the ID of the SECross management node. We use MySQL view table for the select operations performed by SECross management nodes with condition “managementID = substring_index(user(), '@', 1);”. Therefore, a SECross management node can only observe request information that belongs to itself. We create a trigger for update and delete operations on SECross request tables with condition “IF managementID <> substring_index(user(), '@', 1) THEN SIGNAL SQLSTATE '02000' SET MESSAGE_TEXT = 'Error'; END IF;” Therefore when the user ID does match the SECross management node ID, the update or delete operation will fail.
Chapter 5

Related Work

5.1 Hadoop Security Related Work

The overloaded authentication keys vulnerability was discussed in the Hadoop security design report [9], but the authors of that report were relatively dismissive of its impact. We believe that a public cloud may exacerbate this and other vulnerabilities that may stem from the fact that the application was originally not designed for use in a shared cloud-based environment. A number of researchers have investigated at Hadoop security in the cloud [34, 64–70]. Some offered security improvements directed at Hadoop [71–73], and some improve Hadoop security by improving the security of overall cloud environment [1, 2, 21, 74].

Hadoop network connection protection. Several projects provide secure channels for Hadoop’s various communications. Myers provides an encrypted channel for data transfers between a client and a Data Node [71]. Abdelnur uses HTTPS to replace HTTP to send command and transfer files in Hadoop [72, 73]. These projects ensure that all network communications within Hadoop occur through encrypted channels. This helps prevent eavesdropping and man-in-middle attacks, but Hadoop’s security still relies on the integrity of all its components.

Data protection in cloud. Not trusting disks and networks, Tahoe [34, 75] stores encrypted data in a distributed file system. Unlike HDFS, all data in Tahoe are encrypted and integrity checked by the gateway. File system server cannot read or modify the data. The project Hadoop-lafs [64] provides an interface to Tahoe. An Hadoop Map-Reduce job can use the data in Tahoe distributed file system. This approach provides better protection for the data in a cloud, however, there is not fine-grained access control to manage map and reduce processes access to data.

Access control in Hadoop. Hadoop uses a POSIX-like model of access control [66]. It has an access control list for various Hadoop services. Every file and directory in HDFS have their own permissions for different kinds of users. Orchestrator [65] works on Hadoop and provides role-based access control (RBAC). These access control mechanisms rely on the integrity of
Hadoop.

**Hypervisor security.** Virtualization plays an important role in clouds. Hypervisor generally is the highest privilege management system to enforce security. Hyper Sentry [21] uses techniques to ensure a hypervisor’s integrity. HIMA [1] is a hypervisor-based agent to measure the integrity of user programs in VM. These methods can improve the overall security of a Cloud environment.

### 5.2 Cloud Storage Security Related Work

Many use convergent encryption to encrypt and deduplicate data [25, 26, 33–35, 53, 57]. However using only convergent encryption is vulnerable to brute-force dictionary attack. Approach called Dupless uses an independent key generation server to resist such attacks [25]. Dupless basically forces attacks to be real-time instead of offline. Real-time attacks can be recognized, slowed down, and countered. Yitao introduces a new distributed key generation protocol to use a group of users’ clients to generate encryption keys [57]. Jian et al. use password-authenticated key exchange (PAKE) protocol to obtain the encryption key from the previous user who has uploaded the identical file [76]. The user’s client can protect itself from online brute-force attack by limiting the number of PAKE instances they will participate in for each file. And Liu shows that, when attackers can compromise multiple clients, this approach is more resistant to online brute-force attacks. However, Liu’s method requires that certain number of clients need to be online, so these online clients can communicate with each other. Frederik et al. use server aid method, which is similar to Dupless, to generate an encryption key, and thus enable a cloud provider to attest to its clients the deduplication patterns of stored data [77]. But again, the system only slows down the online brute-force dictionary attack.

Compared with client-side encryption methods in [25, 57, 76], SafeDedup uses Cloud Storage server to process data key generation and data encryption. Clients encrypt data using symmetric encryption when they send data to the servers in both Dupless and SafeDedup. Therefore, Dupless and SafeDedup should have similar performance on the client side. Dupless uses the same key to encrypt the data if the data content is the same, but SafeDedup uses a random key to encrypt data in every write request. If attackers are a CSS internal adversaries and are able to eavesdrop on the victim’s network, they can intercept the encrypted data and launch brute-force attack on Dupless but not on SafeDedup. SafeDedup can leverage the strong isolation between CCS VMs and host machine enforced by a hypervisor to provide a simple method to share data among users. This feature cannot be securely provided by existing client side methods. SafeDedup requires computing for data encryption on the server side compared with Dupless encrypts data on client side.
5.3 Multi-cloud System Security Related Work

Some researchers and companies have been developing multi-cloud infrastructure [43–47, 78–80]. It would appear that most of the security efforts are focused on data and work flows security running on the multi-cloud system [78–81]. Jensen et al. propose a security mechanism that can distribute work flow to multiple clouds [81]. Then an attack can be detected by comparing the same work flow on different clouds. Bessani et al. propose a storage system for data availability and confidentiality on multi-clouds [78]. Bowers et al. introduce HAIL, a high data availability and integrity layer for multi-clouds [79]. Massonnet et al. take security into account when select cloud providers [82]. Their Idea multi-cloud system decides where to deploy resources based on security constraints. From a different perspective, Patel et al. propose an intrusion detection and prevention system for a cloud system to enhance security of the cloud system [83]. Our SECross also focuses on the security of the multi-cloud system. But SECross resists attacks by enforcing isolation and fine-grain access control among SECross components.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this dissertation, we report on our investigation of some of the issues when applications move into a cloud. We find that application and data isolation, access control, and efficient encryption can solve many of the issues. We use two specific case-studies - Hadoop application, and deduplication of encrypted data to highlight both the issues and some possible solutions. We also discuss secure use of multiple public clouds as a way of managing cloud provided computational or storage resources.

We studied the potential attacks on Hadoop in a public cloud. We designed and implemented SEHadoop model that consists of SEHadoop runtime model, SEHadoop Block Token, and SEHadoop Delegation Token to improve compromise resilience of "standard" Hadoop in a public cloud. SEHadoop model enhances isolation level among Hadoop components and enforces least access privilege on Hadoop processes. Our experiments suggest that solution overhead is very low. We also discuss how to easily migrate Hadoop jobs to SEHadoop.

We also developed and implemented a way of deduplicating encrypted data that may be stored in a cloud-based storage system. SafeDedup leverages virtualization technology to isolate data from the cloud storage service (CSS) systems and increase CSS resistance to attacks. Fine granularity access control is used to enforce user-specific restrictions. SafeDedup’s storage saving level is similar to convergent encryption. We discuss security impacts of various threats from both external and internal adversaries, and how SafeDedup resists these attacks, especially from malicious CSS inside users.

In the last part of the dissertation, we discuss the emerging demand for a multi-cloud system, and the potential new threats when some of the clouds are public. We developed and implemented SECross model for a multi-cloud system. SECross model defines secure access rules among SECross components, and describes how a SECross management node enforces its security policy. We discuss the security impacts when some components of SECross are compromised and discussed how SECross model resists attacks.
Based on the insights in this dissertation, we propose three research directions as future work.

**Hadoop Security in a public cloud** Hadoop job should leverage SEHadoop delegation token and SEHadoop block token to exploit fully the advantage of fine-grain access control enforced by them. We plan to study current popular Hadoop jobs and find a proper method to migrate Hadoop job to SEHadoop job. Based on SEHadoop delegation token and SEHadoop block token, a detection system can be built by monitoring whether there is an access request which violates the access control enforced by both SEHadoop tokens. The violation activities should be alerted and logged for administrators to analyze.

**Cloud Storage Service Security in a public cloud** We plan to modify the small part of HDFS code. Therefore, only one TCP connection is needed for one read operation. In this way, we can improve the read performance for SafeDedup especially for reading small files. In order to achieve better effectiveness to resist side-channel attack, we plan to introduce a random delay in the case of immediately reading after writing as discussed in Section 3.4.2. We plan to provide more options for users to read or write a file. While reading data from SafeDedup, users can choose to decrypt data by themselves or by a hypervisor. During writing data to SafeDedup, users can also choose to encrypt data by themselves or by a hypervisor. In this way, for extremely sensitive data, users can enforce client-side encryption and decryption.

**Multi-cloud System Security in a public cloud** We plan to build an extra access layer between SECross database and all other components. Only this layer can access SECross database and provide a set of API for all other SECross components to access SECross database. In this way, we plan to design more complicated and secure access control policies and more powerful monitors than the original architecture. We plan to develop an active SECross monitor system by fetching information from SECross database, including log tables, request tables, etc. We plan to use SECross management node monitors to detect suspicious behaviors and alert SECross administrators.
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